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AN ANALYSIS OF FIVE STAGES OF EFFICIENCY AS SHOWN BY ELS MEN TAR Y 
TEACHERS IN CERTAIN COUNTIES AND CITIES OF VIRGINIA
Chapter I 
The Problem Investigated 
The Educational Background from Which the Problem Emerge#
A survey of the trends of American education shows an in­
creasingly strong movement toward the acceptance of the 
philosophy of growth as basic to educational principles and 
educational practices* This growth Is dynamic, developmental, 
liberating- a cumulative, all-inclusive movement toward the 
integration of selfhood, and toward the relation of that self­
hood to universality* Education thus becomes, not preparation 
for life, but life itself, or as ^eweyl defines it, "That 
reconstruction or reorganisation of experience which adds to 
the meaning of experience and which increases ability to di­
rect the course of subsequent experience.*1
Philosophers, sociologists and psychologists2 have ex­
pressed the theory of this conception of education, labora­
tory school®^ have experimented with progressive practices,
1. Dewey,John. Democracy and Education. The Macmillan Co.,
New York, 1919.
2. Noel f*l, Norman. Moiagpg of the American Mind. Columbia 
University Frees, New York. 1933•
3* Rugg, Harold. "Curriculum-Making In Laboratory Schools", 
Curriculum-Making Bast and Present. The Twenty-Sixth Year 
Book of the National Society for the Study of&duoatlon. 
Public School Publishing Co., Hoomington, 111* , 1926.
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and educational literature has contributed descriptions^ 
of the application of progressive principles of education* 
City school systems^ have inaugurated curriculum revision 
programs» and entire states^ are revising their courses of 
study that their educational practices may be consistent 
with their educational philosophy*
Philosophy , principles, practices, and courses of study 
are of educational value only to the degree that they con* 
tribute to the growth of the child* In the final analysis, 
it is the classroom teacher who must so utilise them that 
maximum growth may be assured for each child* Kilpatrick? 
aaysi
” Only as the teacher herself has brought order 
and clarity and integration Into her own grasp 
of life can we expect the children to profit 
by the teacher*s leadership **•*«..*•The teach* 
er must have a balanced and Integrated out* 
look, so criticised to conscious consistency 
that Intelligent direct ion can be given to In* 
elusive child growth.”
4. Bollings, Ellsworth. An Ejcperlaen.t With a Project Oarri-
culum* The Macmillan Co*, New fork, 1923*
- Tippett, James and others* Curriculum Making in an Ele- 
Sfffcool* ©inn and Co.,'"Soston',JMass*, lf?7*
5* Lids, Edwin S. Procedures in Currfeeulum*Maklng* Bulle­
tin #17, U*S*Government Printlng Offlee, Washington, D*0 *1932* 
(Plans for revision in Los Angeles, California, Rochester*
New fork, Newark, New fersey, Dallas, Texas, and others*)6. Lide, Edwin S* Op* clt* pp 65*81 • ( Connecticut, Florida, 
Idaho, Indiana, South Dakota, Iowa, Oklahoma, and others.)
7» Kilpatrick, William Heard (ed«) The Educational fcron- 
tier. D* Appleton- Century Co*, New fork, 1933*
a
Wheeler and Perkins8 see this teacher molding the child* 
guarding his personality, and stimulating his Intelligence*
That the teacher Is the. * essential part of the environment* 
and that richness of results irlll come no faster than wthe 
coming la greater numbers of the artist teacher** Is the fce-
Q 10lief of Meames* Rugg and Shumaker substantiate this 
opinion In their critical evaluation of the new education*
They find within the new teacher 'the very essence of the new 
school, the converging point for 11 activities* , and, more­
over* that the atmosphere of the school and the growth of the 
pupil are determined accordingly as she Is artist or artisan*
A further appeal of the new education, in their opinion* is 
that it offer© to the teacher the same freedom and opportu­
nity for growth that It offers to the child*
Literature In the supervisory field emphasizes the con­
cept of the growth of the teacher* One of the criteria for 
successful supervision which are set up In the Fourth *ear- 
feg°is at W&. °£ §$£B£g!lM9m Pireotora of I*-v nat ruction is that ltw increases the amount of progress of
8. Wheeler* Raymond Holt and rerklns, F. Theodore* Principles 
of mental development * Crowell and Co * * Mew York, 1932 
9* Mearnee,Hugo* The Creative Spirit and Its Significance 
for Education1* * Creative Expression edited by Hafctraan* 
Gertrude and Shumaker, Ann* The John Bay fro*. Mew York, 1932. 
10* Rugg, Harold and Shumaker, Ann, The Child-Centered School* 
The World hook Go*, Yonkers-on-Hudson, few York7l928*11* MThe Evaluation of Supervision’*, The Fourth Yearbook of 
the Bjtpartmenjr of Supervisors and Dlrgctors of Instruction 
of the Hat Iona I E  ducat ion A gsoolat 1 on. Bureau of Publica­
tions, Teachers College,Columbia University, Hew York,1931.
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teachers toward Recognised objectives”* Some of the ob­
jectives listed are* understanding of educational values, 
control over teaching method, use of instructional material, 
recognition of and provision for differences of individual 
pupils, personal and professional improvement, and the recog­
nition and solution of Instructional problems in the class­
room* In the Seventh Yearbook*2 of the same department, 
the conception of growth is given as the growth of the teach­
er in every phase of life and activity which can affect the 
development of the pupil-
"The formation of ever more worthy purposes, the 
ever more efficient achievement of purposes, and 
the ever more harmonious organization of thought, 
feelings and emotions in terms of enduring purposes.”
The theory is sound and acceptable, but the measurement which
is suggested Is unscientific, inadequate, and indirect, the
growth of the teacher is to be measured by the growth of the
pupil, and the growth of the pupil Is to be measured by
standardized tests which measure chiefly the acquisition of
knowledge and skill.
Other instruments of measuring the growth of the teacher 
are equally unscientific amd Inconclusive* Mead*^ describes 
Bill's Score C&rd by which the teacher may be rated as Very 
Poor, Medium, Good, or Excellent, in Personal, Social, Class-
12. "Scientific Method In Supervisory Programs”, The Seventh 
Yearbook o£ thg Department of Supervisors and Directors 
o£ Instruction of the Ita^onal Education As s Delation * 
Bureau of Publications,Teachers 0oileg©, Columbia Univer­
sity, New York, 1934*
13* Mead, Arthur R. Supervised Student Teaching* Johnson Pub­
lishing Co*, Richmond, Va., 1930.
room and Administrative Qualities* At beat, this would 
evaluate only the static condition existing at the time of 
observation, and Ignore growth* Another Instrument of 
measurement, the Holloway Professional Achievement Test^ 
is designed for the measurement of the M degree of profess ion A1 
knowledge and skill, m©thods,«a&agement and theory of the 
teacher*1* this test Is composed of two hundred statements, 
each of which Is to be marked true or False by the teacher*
A random sampling from the first one hundred items gives 
the following statements, which manifestly do not measure 
what they purport to measures
t* t
3* The teacher should prepare daily for all recitations*
10. A good teacher usually repeats answers of pupils.
17* The telling method of teaching is reliable.
36* History lessons should be assigned by pages**
With the full acceptance of the theory of the growth of 
the teacher as fundamental to education, yet with the recog­
nition of the inadequacy of existing Instruments to measure 
that growth, or even to establish its existence, these ques­
tions arise; Is the growth of the teacher an abstract ideal, 
or is it a vital force within the classroom? Is It present 
and recognisable in the average American school In the daily 
practices of the teacher?
14. Holloway, William. Part Ideation in Curriculum HaklnK
Ag e Means. Of Supervision of Hural School s. Bureau of Publi- 













Sore formally stated, the problem is: yjO&ag M 3B&t
of profeeelon&l growth wet at t o gush a agfggft thaA th&Z a&Z 
fie raoognlaaa from observation gj& analysis of tjjg. S£SSHSS& 
of teaahera?
Thie Is mot a problem of the rating of teachers, of the 
measurement of Individual and group growth, nor of the iso­
lation of factors which condition professional growth- It 
is the problem of the observation and analysis of the prac­
tices of teachers for significant variations which may estab­
lish the existence of professional growth, and for evidences 
of distinguishing characteristics at various levels of 
growth which my be accepted as present-
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Chapter II -
THE CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES OF THE INVESTIGATION 
The Setting from Which the Data Was Gathered
The material tipon which this study Is based Is a cumula­
tive collection of actual Incidents from the practices of 
elementary teachers in nine counties and three cities of Vir­
ginia. Of the three hundred twenty five Incidents finally se­
lected for organization and analysis* three hundred eighteen 
Incidents were from personal observation or conferences with 
teachers or from analysis of written plans, and seven Inci­
dents were reports of teacher practices contributed by other 
Virginia supervisors. The first of these Incidents occurred 
in 192?, the last in 1935* the time rang© of eight years In­
cluding a period prior to the beginning of the Virginia curri­
culum program, as well as the five years of preparation* pro­
duction, and installation of the tentative elementary course 
of study.
The total number of teachers under direct observation 
was two hundred twenty one, the greatest number in any one 
year being one hundred ten, and the smallest number, thirty 
one. The certificates of these teachers were rated mespeclive­
ly * as emergency, special, first grade provisional, first 
grade, normal professional* collegiate and collegiate pro­
fessional.
The teaching situations varied from one teacher schools
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with aef«Q grades, to thirteen teacher schools with seven 
grades* fhe teacher load 1® pupil ©nrblliseist ranged fro 
sixteen pupils in six grades# to eighty pupil® la two sec­
tions of the sane grade* Conditions were those of rural* 
snail town* city suburban* and snail city locations* with 
sowe buildings equipped with modem facilities* and others 
with little more than the merest necessities*
aoaMflim
$he first step in this investigation was the collection 
of a miscellaneous* unclassified ascumul tlon of Incidents 
fro® teacher practices, recorded impersonally and as ob­
jectively as seemed consistent with clarity* When ©ore than 
two hundred fifty Incidents had been gathered, they were 
studied for any apparent Implications in regard to te-efc- 
©r growth* Significant variations in the practices of 
teachers became evident, and the Incidents war© grouped ac­
cording to apparent similarities of practice* Tb%§ formed 
six groups, or a tentative scale of six levels*
Analysis of the Incidents located at the imest and at 
the highest levels, shewed that the practices of teachers 
at the lowest level were characterised by a lack of move­
ment# or passivity, and those at the highest level by a 
movement toward Integration* analysis of another group 
of Incidents revealed practices which would be considered is-
i*
tegr&tlve if carried to their fall possibilities* There was 
adequate provision for creative expression* and some recog­
nition of the relation of creative ness to society* but the pri­
mary goal appeared to be expression of creativeness, rather 
than the utilisation of that creativenees for Integrations so 
this was considered a separate level* In a fourth group of 
Incidents the scientific attack on Ins tract local problems 
was definitely present, but the practices depended largely 
upon teacher-devised adaptations of measures for diagnostic 
and remedial work, rather than upon standardised scales, tests, 
and practice materials* It there fore seemed more exact to 
consider this as problem-solving rather than scientific In its 
character last ion * Significant character 1st Ice of the two re­
maining groups were those of imitation, comparative choice, 
and abstract selection, each of which sMwed evidence of awak­
ening, on the part of the teacher* The five levels of growth 
which resulted fro® this study and organization were thus class­
ified according to their chief characteristics, as, A* Passive 
ity, B* Awakening, C. Problem-Solving, D.Oreativeneas, and 
E. Integration*
Early In the study of the incidents there emerged speci­
fic problems which seemed basic to teacher practices. These 
problems suggested possibilities of lines of growth, or lines 
in which growth might be observable, if present. The inci­
dents were studied for lines of growth which might appear
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with Buff 1©lent frequency to justify Investigation* The 
first lines recognized* concerned schedules, class hours, 
pupil grouping, and pupil guidance in the mastery of shills, 
in emotional adjustment, m  sharing, and in consideration 
for others. Other incidents showed the importance of teach­
er practices in regard to professional group meetings, in 
sharing, in utilizing supervisory help, in self help, and 
in contributing to the Integration of the school and the 
community* These were reclassified as lines of growth In 
organization and relationships, as follows:
X. Organization for Instruction 
T-MakingT"aSche dule 
2. Grouping Pupils for Work 
3* Varying Glass Hours
IX. Organization of Instruction 
1. Setting Up Aims 2* Planning Activities 
3*. Evaluating Pupil Growth
III. Teacher-Pupil Relationships
1. Ckaidtng the Pupli in the Mastery 
of Skills2. Guiding the Pupil Toward Emotion­
al Adjustment
3» Guiding the Pupil Into Desirable 
Ways of Sharing 
4. Guiding the Pupil Into Recognition 
of and Consideration for the Rights of Others
IV. Professional Relationships
1. Utilizing the Possibilities ©f 
Professional Group Meetings 
2* Utilizing Supervisory Help 
3* Sharing Materials and Ideas With 
Fsllow-Workers 




1. Contributing to the Integration 
of the School ana the Community
It erne now possible to classify each incident, both as 
to Its level of growth ana Its line of growth and to set up 
a tentative ©hart of characteristics of each line of growth 
at each level. During the olseelflo&tlon,it seemed desirable 
to eliminate incidents which duplicated those already studied, 
and those which were not pertinent to an Investigation limit­
ed to teacher praoflees* Incidents were added as. they were 
collected during the investigation* and the revised collection
was classified1 and each incident analyzed for characteristic
2factors of teacher practices. The tentative chart was also
revise1 to show a summary of these specific characteristics
3in each line at each leVel.
Analysis of these sped fie characteristics for each level
led to generalizations which seemed significant and dlfferen-
4tiating for each of the five levels of growth. ach genera1-
1. The classification of incidents as to line® and levels of 
growth is recorded in the appendix under INCIDENTS*
2. The analysis of incidents Is recorded In Chapter III- 
nSpecific Characteristic® of Teacher ^ractloes**4
3* The chart is recorded in the appendx as Chart I-' Spe­
cific Characteristics of Teacher Practices.**
4. The generalizations are recorded in Chapter in as „* Generalizations,"^pressing Characteristic?! of ^©vels of 
Grow ?h•
IT
ization was checked against esch specific characteristic for
e' £Its level-', and against each incident of it© levels for
verification#
&ffcer verification of the generalis&tlong, they wear© used 
as the basis for a brief sum&ary of distinguishing character* 
Istlcs for each level of growth* Conclusions were then drawn 
from a survey of the findings of the entire investigation#
The v eri float ion is recorded in the appendix as Chart IX. the verification Is recorded in the appendix as Chart III*
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Chapter III
n m m s .
Specific Character 1stles of teacher Practices
Analysis ©f the incidents^ upon which this study Is 
based, reveal specific characteristics of teacher practices, 
in each line of growth, at each level.
A. PASSIVITY
At the level of PASSIVITY, in Organisation for Instruction. 
teacher practices show specific characteristics* In Sadias 
& Schedule. the teacher mays
(1) Depend upon authority for the solution of schedule 
problems.
(2) Overlook or delay necessary schedule adjustments 
until action is forced. (.&»>»£*£•}
(3) Follow a prepared schedule without consideration 
of Its value# (p*d#)(4) Shift schedule responsibilities to others.(^.^b^a^ife.)
(5) Consider the for® but not the function of the 
schedule# £pt,h,d,d,&,f(6) Base the schedule upon subject matter needs. {©*£•)
(7) Fail to consider child needs. (£,b*C*d*P,jff.g.)
Grouping the Fuolls for Work, the teacher may:
(1) Attempt to give only mass instruction.(jf.)
(2) Base groupings upon artificial, non-educational 
considerations.(3) Adjust groupings only when It la required by author­
ity. U,c.)
(4) Group upon the basis of conformity to standards.
£j| *-5 *$*1(5) Keep groups static. (a,b*c*d,JP.)
(6) Base groupings upon subject matter needs. (©*e
(7) Ignore the child's social needs. (j*,b,p*d,aVf,j£;
1 . The incidents are recorded in the appendix. See INCIDENTS.
2. The letters within the parentheses refer to incidents or­
ganized In the corresponding line at the corresponding level
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Varying Class Hours, the teacher may:
(1) Confine the class hours to formal recitations. (a*jb,&.)
(2) Vary practices only upon requirements of authority* (a.)
(3) Repeat Identical practices indefinitely. (aJ?»S.*5
(4) Follow text book suggestions without variation.
, % .(5) Subordinate function to form in class hours* (a,b#c.*;
(6) Fall to consider child interests and child needs*
At the level of PASSIVITY, in Organization of Instruction, 
teacher practices show specific characteristics* In Setting 
Op Alms, the teacher mays
(1) Omit alms in written plans, (a.)
(2) Overemphasize a selected group of alms. (£,d.)
(3) Fall to clarify alms. (a^b^e•'
(4) Limit aims to mastery of skills and knowledge of sub­
ject matter* (c*d,e^.)
(5) List aims formally and ignore their function, (b*c*jlO 
(fi) Accept ready made aims* (b#j|*)
111 Planning Activities, the teacher may;
(1) Repeat the same activity too often. (&»&•£ »X*')
(2) Provide for too little pupil activity.(a,jâ pJT*)
(3/ Accept textbook activities without variations* (ja,b,d.)
(4) Plan activities which are not related to the aims 
of education, (a^.d^e^f.)
(5) Fail to provide for child interests and child needs. 
(•&*J?,c *il *■§*.£ *)
Evaluating Pupil growth, the teacher may*
(1) Omit evaluation* (h*_s.)
(2) Evaluate because evaluation is required. (jl*£*&»^«)
(3) iJvaluate upon the basis of text book requirements. 
(£*&•)(4) Evaluate upon an inconclusive basis, )
(5) Evaluate upon the basis of subjective opinion.
(6) Evaluate according to form. (.&».£, h.)
(7) Evaluate end-products and not processes. (£,&»£*&•)
(8) Fail to evalu te child growth. )
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At the level of PASSIVITY, In Pupil-Teacher Relationships, 
teacher practices show specific characteristics. Is guiding 
the Pupil in the Mastery of Skills* the teacher may*
(1) Pail to recognize needs and to provide for skill mas­
tery. (a^b,p»)
(2) Plan drills because they are required. (a*b*p*d.)
(3) Garry os activities without relating them to Individual 
needs.
(4) Consider the product and not the process. (.&,b,c,d.}
(5) Snqphasize text book drills*
(6) Fail to relate practice to standards or objectives*
In Guiding the Pupil Toward Emotional Adjustment, the teach­
er may:
(1<) Ignore emotional difficulties, (a*)
(2) Appeal to authority for the solution of emotional 
problems* (&+£•)
(3) Recognize the condition, but ignore possible causes. 
(fc,J?*)(4) Consider personal reactions rather than the child*s 
need. (&>&•£*)
(5) Fail to act until forced to action.
In Guiding the Pupil Into Desirable Wavs of Sharing, the teach­
er may:
(1) Fall to guide pupil sharing, taja^d*)
(2) Permit unnecessary borrowing with no provision for 
the ret? n of borrowed material©, (a..)
(3) Permit pupil help without teacher guidance. Lh*o,d.)
(4) Consider the product and ignore the process* (a*b*c,d.)
In Guiding the Pupil Into Recognition of and Consideration 
For the Rights of Others. the teacher may:
(1) Ignore Instances of lack of consideration for others.
dL* )
(2) Fail to set the example of consideration for others.
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(3) Fall to set up Ideals of consideration for others.
>9 )(4) Emphasize subject matter and Ignore social behavior. 
(&>£•)(5) Accept end products without considering the processes.
ls^b,o,4*)
At the level of PASSIVITY, In Professional Relationships, 
teacher practices show specific characteristics. In Utiliz­
ing the Possibilities of Professional Group Meetings, the 
teacher mays
(1) Attend only if attendance is required. (.£»&*$»)
(2) Permit outside interests to interfere with attendance.
(lufl.)(3) Attend but take no part in the discussion. tg^c.)
!n Utilizing Supervisory Help, the teacher may:
(1) Initiate no requests for help.
(2) Fall to respond to suggestions which are not re­
quirements. )
(3) Fall to face problems with the supervisor. (a»b*c,d.)
(4) Endeavor to present a product, with no regard to the 
process. (b,_c.)
(5) Consider teaching as the aim, and not child growth.
In Sharing Materials and Ideas with Fe11ow-'florkera..the 
teacher mays
(1) Refuse to share. (&•)
(2) Adjust to the needs of others only when required to 
make the adjustment. (J?,.c •)
(3) Subordinate pupil Interests to personal considerations. 
(£*&»£•)
Utilizing Available Means for Self Help, the teacher may:
(1) Read professional literature or enroll for classes 
in extension or summer school only when forced to do so. (a,j,f.)
(2) Consider education completed when requirements are 
satisfied, (a
22
(3) Lack Initiative In securing professional books, or 
In taking advantage of available professional op­
portunities* ( £,q *£»§.«)
(4) Head without professional purpose. (a,b.)
(5) Subordinate educational Interests to personal Inter­
ests. { £id#&tJf.)(6) Have a negative attitude toward opportunities for 
professional Improvement * (&*£«%*)
At the level of PASSIVITY, In Community Relat Ion ships» 
teacher practices show specific characteristics* In Con­
tributing to the Integration of the School and the Community, 
the teacher may*
(1) Avoid opportunities for contacts with patrons or 
other citizens* {&te*)
(g) Avoid issues when forced into community contacts* 
(&*e*5
(3) Make contacts with patrons only when school regula­
tions require It* {&*)
(4) Shift responsibility to others• (a^b,^.)
B. AWAKENING
At the level of AWAKENING, In Organization for Instruction, 
teacher practices show specific characteristics* In Making 
& Schedule, the teacher mays
(1) Recognize the disadvantages of an Inflexible sched­
ule. (a*b*)
(2 ) Make temporary adjustments to meet an Immediate 
need* (&*}
(3) Ignore rather than adjust an unsatisfactory sched­
ule. (}>*)
(4) Consider both the form and the function of the sched­
ule, but be unable to fit the one to the other,
(5) Recognize the existence of both subject matter and 
child needs, but be unable to provide for them si­
multaneously* (a,b.)
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In ZSElM IS£k» tb# teacher may
(1) Recognize the theoretical values of group work. 
(&*}?*&•}(2) Group pupils without organization for work or for 
activities to he carried on In the groups#
(3) Group for the Immediate situation with no vision of 
ultimate results, (a.]?#.®*)
(4) Group with no hasic understanding of the purposes of 
grouping. (atb,o.)
( 5) Group pupils upon the basis of surface needs and in­
terests. (£»h,c.}
In Varying Glass Hours, the teacher may;
$1) Recognize the theoretical values of a variety of 
class hours. (&,b,j#d*)
(2) Be influenced In” varying class hours by practices 
which she sees or of which she hears. (&*b,d.)
(3) Plan desirable variations, but be enable to”utilize 
the® fully because of a lack of understanding of 
basic principles* (&»&«&*)
(4) Recognize and provide for improved form, but make no 
thoughtful provision for improved function. ( ,a td.)
(5) Recognize the existence of a relationship between 
the learner and learning, but be unable to adjust 
class" hours to provide for It*
At the level of JfcMKE&ING, In Organization of Instruction, 
teacher practices show specific characteristics- In Setting 
Up Alms, the teacher may:
(1) Aeeppt the theory of aims beyond those of the text 
book or subject matter fields, but be unable to set 
them up in re la ion to her classroom situation.
(2) Select worthy aims from lists prepared by others.{&*)
(3) $ail to see the deeper Implications of educational 
alas. (a,b#£.)
(4) Set up aims but fail to guide pupils into understand­
ing and accepting the alms* (c*e.)
In Planning Activities, the teacher may:
(1) Accept the theory of planning activities outside the
, „ textbook. (a*J? *£*&«)(2) Plan activity for the sake of activity, without rela­
tion to educational alms* G&»h*£*d.)
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(3) Plan activities that are desirable in form but not 
functional in application. (a»A*)
(4) Plan many unrelated activities.
In Evaluating Pupil Growth, the teacher may;
(1) Evaluate on the basis of standards found desirable 
by others. C&»b,e.)
(2) Consider child growth but fall to evaluate It.
(3) Consider the process or the product# but not 
both simultaneously.
(4) Utilise desirable activities but fall to eval­
uate them.
At the level of AWAKENING, in Teacher-Puni! Relationships, 
teacher practices show specific characteristics* In Guiding 
£he Pup,ll in the ^gtery of gklilg, the teacher may;
(1) Recognise the need for growth, but approach It 
negatively. (#•)
(2) Relate practice to goals of mastery rather than 
to functional use. (a*h
(3) Set up the problem for the child and give no 
guidance for its delation.
In Guiding the Pupil Toward Emotional Adjustment, the teach*
er may:
(1) Recognize the importance of emotional adjustment.
• }
(2) Recognize the problem of the maladjusted child but 
be able to offei no solution, (a.)
(3) Indulge in practices that encourage the malad­
justment. (h,£*)
(4) Handle the situation emotionally rather than objective­ly * (h* c *}
(5) Face the problem at the moment, but make no contin­
uous drive toward its solution. (h*$«)
folding the Pupil Into Desirable Wavs of Sharing, the teach­
er may;
(1) Recognize the value of sharing. (&*h.)
(2/ Encourage sharing but fall to guide It. (&,h»)
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(3) Sot up ideals for sharing, but fall to m *  th t they 
are realised* (p.)
(4) Fall to murk with pupile on forme through which 
sharing m y  become functional. (&,b.)
in onidmg && £ap.u fi&wHtiai 2 1 SmiSsaUsp
For the Rights of Others. the tea her mays
(1) Recognise the necessity for pupil consideration 
of others* (a^p^d*)
(2) fail to make consideration for others a continu­
ing ideal in the mind® of the pupils. (#,2>*)
(3) Fail to make lack of consideration personally unde­
sirable when practiced by apupll* Cb*c.)
(4) attack the form or surface problem without recognising 
the basic causes* (^»£*£•)
(5) Set up the theory but fail to practice it consistent­
ly. (jt,d*)
& At th© level of in Professional Relationships,
teacher practice© show specific character1stlas* in Utiliz­
ing the Posslbl lltiee of Professional Oroun glee tings, the 
teacher mays
Cl) Recognise th© desirability of attending* but make 
no effort to attend. (&#}
(2*) Attend because it is reoo nizedly professional to 
attend. (&,«*)
(3) Ask question® in regard to minor details, and over­
look fundamental problems. {b)
(4) Fall to understand the function of group meetings. 
($*£•)
Gtlllglnns Supervisory Help, the teacher mays
(1) Recognize the pos iblllty of receiving help. (a*b*jgu)
(2) Initiate requests for help with small problems! Cfe..)
(3) Request help on problem® without understanding the 
problems. t»*)
(4) / cm form rather than on th© inherent dif­
ficulty* {
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In Sharing Materials and Ideas With Fel 1ow-Workera» the teacher 
may;
(1) Recognize that sharing is desirable* (a*£*o»)
(2) Share without understanding the needs of others*
( *)(3) Share the form, but fail to interpret the meaning 
of materials and ideas. U*§»£*)
In Utilizing Available leans for Self £elp# the teacher mays
(1 ) Recognize the, desirability of professional improve­
ment* (£*£*0.)
(2) Permit others to influence action* (a*c.)
(3) Recognize the weaknesses of past procedures, (b.)
(4) Plan desir ble action but permit plans to be changed 
unnecessarily. (§*)
At the level of AWAKENINQ* in Community Relat1on ships« 
teacher practices show specific characteristics* In Contrib­
uting to the Integration of the School and the Community. 
the teacher may?
(1) Recognize the need of Integration* (a,b.)
(2) Heglect opportunities to lead parents Tnto an 
awareness of a forward movement in education* (a,b*)
(3) Wait for others to suggest solutions to problems*"!#*)
C.PROBLEM-SOLVIEQ
At the level of PROBLEM-SOLVING, in Organization for. Jj«r- 
structlon. teacher practices show specific characteristics*
In Making a Schedule, the teacher mays
(1) Recognize and attack definite schedule problems.
, • (a,i*o.)
(2) Make adjustments in the schedule to solve specific 
problems of organization and function*(3) Study many schedules and use findings to meet the 
needs of the specific classroom situation. (a,b,c*d*)
(4) Recognize pupil needs and utilize schedules to
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meet those needs. (a,d.)
In Grouping Pupils for Work, the teacher mays
(1) Becogntz© the specific values of grouping pupils*
* )(2) Form groups for the purpose of realizing specific 
alms. (-&«£»&»£.»&•)(3) Base pupil groupings on objective findings in regard 
to Individual ability and accomplishment. Ca^biP^d^e.)
(4) Adjust groups to meet pupil needs. *d»e«r
Varying Class Hours., the teacher mays
{1} Base variations of claSs hours upon individual or 
groups needs, objectively established.
(2) Provide a balanced variety of attacks upon specific 
learning problems. (a*b*.©*)
At the level of PRQBLEM-SQLVIKG, In Qrganlzation of Instruct- 
tlon. teacher practices show specific characteristics* In Set­
ting He Alms, the teacher may:
(1) Set up scientific aims in terms of individual or 
group growth* la,b,x*,d*)
(2) Base aims upon specific needs of individuals or groups, 
discovered through objective analysis. (-a,btS,ll*T
(3) State aims In such a form that their function Is evident.
( 11} Af d * )
(4) Lead pupils Into accepting desirable alms. (a,b,p,JU)
(5) Guide pupils to analyze their own needs and set up 
alms. )
Planning Activities. the teacher may:
(1) Flan activities that promise specific contributions 
to th© alms previously set up. (a,b,c.)
(2) Plan activities for the correction of specific dif­
ficulties recognized by the teacher *nd the pupil. (J?*)
(3) Plan graded activities to provide for individual 
differences . { a,c.)
(4) Plan a variety^ol* activities for the mastery of 
a specific ability. (§,b»&.)
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In Evaluating Pupil Growth, the teacher may;
(1) Evaluate In terms of pupil growth toward the mastery 
of specific skills and abilities# (.§j3>*P *#*.£*)
(2) Evaluate on the basis of scientific aims previously 
accepted as necessary and desirable* (atb,c •)
(3) Evaluate objectively* (a,b,a,d»e#}(4) Guide the pupil into self-evaluation. L&,Jb,s».£,©*)
(5) Evaluate both the process and the product* (&t£ »d•)
At the level of PROBLEM-Solving, in Tercher-Pupll Rela­
tionships* teacher practices show specific characteristics*
In Guiding the Pupil in the Mastery of Skills, the teacher may;
(1) Analyse the total situation to discover individual 
and group needs in skills and abilities. (s,h*o«d.)
(2) Provide opportunities for the exercise of pupil in­
itiative InAattacklng his own problem. (#*b •}
(3) Guide problem selection and problem attack. (jS>#bfcc,d.)
(4) Provide scientific materials for pupil self-help. (§,b.)
In Guiding the PunII Toward Emotional Adjustment, the teacher 
mays
{1} Recognise individual maladjustments and analyse them 
for possible causes* )
(2) Handle the situation Impersonally. ( &,Jh,c.)
C l / '  Begin with pupil interests and move forward to­
ward the desired adjustment. Ch.)
(4) Note signs of growth over a long period of time. (§,b-)
Guiding the Funll Into Desirable Wavs of Sharing, the teach­
er mays
(1) Reco^ilze and guard against possible dangers in 
sharing* {§*&,&,£•)
(2) Lead th© pupil into recognition of desirable standards 
in helping others.
(3) Provide objective standards of accomplishment that are 
understood by th© pupil who helps and the pupil who
is helped. (a d . )
(4) Guide pupils in making positive, concrete suggestions
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and Joint analysis* .)
In Sharing Materials and Ideas with Fell ow-workers, the teach­
er mays
{1) Analyze the needs of fellow teachers and share tested 
materials and ideas of recognized value * (§•$*£*&•)
(2) Analyze tested aaterlols'and ideas for and with fellow- 
t^achers of less experience* (jS#ji*)
In Utilizing Available ^eana for Self-Help, the teacher may?
(1) Recognize specific needs* (»,>*&•}
(2) Select materials for self-help on basis of analysis of 
their suitability to the alms set up* {^#J?*)
(3) Analyze personal growth Impersonally and objectively. 
(£*$*)(4) Select specific personal problems for solution, and set 
up a program of attack* (£•)
At the level of PRORIiEM-SdlV i!i§, in Community Relationships, 
teacher practices show specific characteristics, in Contri­
buting to the Integration of the School and the Community, 
the teacher mays
(1) Analyze the school and comm unity rel tionships
for possible points of misunderstanding which offer 
possibilities of adjustment. (i!,b*P*d.J
(2} Accept the responsibility for leading patrons into 
an understanding of school practices. (a^h^Cjd.)
(3) Study specific points of misunderstanding and* plan 
a definite program of attack. (]?*,§*)
(4) Utilize child understanding and interpretsfcion in 
preventing or overcoming difficulties. (£#£•)
(5) Foresee possible sources of difficulty, and provide 
for them in advance. (&*c.)
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to each other* (h»e*d.)
(5) Provide practie©~materia1e that are objective enough 
for pupils to administer to each other, (d.)
Gal&lQff the Pupil Into Recognition 6f and Consideration 
For m  §i m p s ?  athera. the teacher may?
(1) Select specific situations in which pupils may
be expected to consider the rights of others* t&,.hfce,.d*)
(2) Guide pupils in planning desirable procedures for sit*" 
nations which concern others, fee,<0
(3) Give pupils responsibility for the consideration of 
others. ($*£,&.)
(4) wead pupils to take responsibility for the care of 
publio property* ($#c«)
{§) Set up with the pupils objective standards of 
social behavior. (a#p#d.)
At the level of PROBLEM-SOLVING, in Professional Rela­
tionships. teacher practices show specific characteristics.
In Utilizing the Possibilities of Professional Group Meetings, 
the teacher may:
(1} Recognize specific values which may com© from profess­
ional meetings. (J,c*)
(2) falce the initiative"’In suggesting specific types of 
programs which will fit teacher needs.
(3) Organize problems in advance of the meeting and pre­
sent them for discussion* (b.)
(4) Cooperate in giving specific contributions to the 
program. (4,3?#©*)
Utilizing Supervisory help, the teacher mji
(1) Analyze th© needs of the situation with which she is con­
fronted, set up specific problems on which she wishes 
help, and ask for a Joint supervisor-teacher attack
on them. (&»£»&»£*)
(2) Select the form In which he|> would be most functional 
and suggest it to the supervisor. (_a,b,d.)
(3) Ask for specific work with pupils to reinforce her 
own diagnosis of difficulties, (̂ a*)
(3) Set up basic problems and underlying causes for discussion
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b. m E & T i m m m
at the level of CREATIVENE8S, in Organization for In*
N
structIon, teacher practices show specific characteristics*
Sfefeing a Schedule. th© teacher mays
(1) Recognize the necessity of providing time for creative 
expression* !&*]»*)
(2) Plan a flexible schedule that may be adjusted to 
provide time for creative needs,
(3) Allot specific periods for creative work-
(4) Schedule types of activities that will require crea­
tive expression for their completion, (a,.)
(5) Utilize the schedule to make the psychological suggestion 
of the desirability of creative expression. (a*b.T
Grouping Pupils for Work, the teacher mays
(1) Recognize that th© creative act may be either helped 
or hindered by contacts with others. {a,b.)
(2) Base groupings upon individual needs for"cooperative 
effort in producing satisfactory creative products.
(&*h.)
(3) heave the pupil free to choose whether or not he 
will work alone or in a group. (a*b.)
(4) Make creative expression the primary consideration 
and groupings contributory only. (a,b.)
In Varalng Glass Hours* the teacher may;
Cl) Recognize the importance of providing freedom for 
creative expression. ( a, . )
(2) Plan types of class hours that will permit and en­
courage creative expression. (aj&#c.)
(3) Recognize and encourage creative expression of 
©very type. {§*c.)
(4) Build the idea of th© social desirability of the 
creative act. (a,h*p.)
(5) Provide for sharing periods and appreciation periods 
for public recognition of creativeness. (,b*c*)
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At the level of CREATIVENESS, in Organization of In- 
struct Ion, teacher practices show specific characteristics. 
In Setting Up Alms* the teacher may:
(1) Set up the general aim of the fullest expression of 
the Inherent possibilities of each Individual.
(2) Express the aim of encouraging creative thinking.
(a,b.c.)
(3) Set up th® aim of the encouragement of and provision 
for opportunities for creative expression. (a*e*d.)
In Planning Activities, the teacher may:
(1) Recognize the importance of the expression of the 
Inherent possibilities of each Individual. (a,
(2) Plan many types of creative activities from which the 
pupil may select an avenue of expression, (a*bti50
(3) Stimulate creative thinking by suggesting many creative 
activities that may be carried on by the pupils.
(4) Stimulate creative activity by leading the phplls to 
understand and enjoy the creative activities of others.
t sU ®»j** )(5) I*ead the pupil from a reproductive activity to a crea­
tive activity of the same type. (c*h.)
(6) Provide for the recognition of creative expression.
f )
In Evaluating Pupil Growth, the teacher may:
(1) Recognize that pupil growth in creative expression 
cannot be evaluated completely by the use of objective 
standards. (&»h*£.*S*e•}
(2) Create evaluation instruments for individual creative
, % acts. .(3) Evaluate techniques as they contribute to improved 
expression. (.&»&.)
(4) Recognize and approve many types of creative expression.
(5) Provide for a check on pupil creative contributions 
to class purposes* (S»d. •)
At the level of CREATIVENESS, in Teacher-Bupil Relatlon- 
shlpa, teacher practices show specific characteristics*
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la m .  Saill M M l  SsS&MZ ££ iMiit* th® teacher
mays
(1) Recognize that oreativeness say sontribute toward 
building a situation in which skill mastery becomes 
functional,
(2) Guide pupils Into"the mastery of those skills w&ich 
are essential If their purposes are to he realized* 
(a#b*)
(3) Refuse to accept Imitative work if skills are suffi­
cient for the pupil to create* (J|*G*)
(4) Stimulate creative thinking througH skillful question- 
ing. (a,2..)
(5) Guide pupils Into formulating creative problems 
which are based upon necessary skills* (a*)
I* Ooiaipg th* Pupil Toward g»attonai Adjustment. the teaoh-
er mays
(1) Recognize that creative expression is an essential of* 
emotional adjustment* (&»$*)
(2} Guide creativeness Into constructive rather than de­
structive acts* {a*]?.)
(3) Utilize the creative possibilities of the individual 
to lead him toward desirable social attitudes*
{&*&*)
** Ia iflag  ZbeM Ism  Miftrgl&g Iaaa si tbe teach-
(1) Recognise the creative possibilities in sharing*
(2) Guide the pupils into seeking creative ways In which 
they may share with others. {&*§+)
(3) Guide th© pupils in creative expression for the pleasure 
of others* (£»!►*)(4) Guide the pupils Into contributing to the creative ex­
pression of other s* Cp#}
(5) Utilize creative sharing to lead to the understanding 
of th© interdependence of peoples, (a,^*)
Xn Guiding the Pupil Into Recognition of and Consideration for 
the Rights of Others* the teaoher mays
(l)Uttlize the creative abilities of pupils in facing
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(4) Share sources of creative guidance with other®, is*)
(5) Share pupil products of the creative act with «thera.{b.)
I® available Msm* £q£  §H£ii§M, the teacher may:
Cl) Recognise the valm  of creative expression. (&»&*<*»£•)
(2) Recognise possibilities for personal growth in oresP 
tiveness, and in techniques for guiding pupil creative* 
neee. (a*&,g.)
(3) Select professional literature that offers guidance 
In creative lines, (a.)
(4) Enroll for professional courses that will provide 
personal growth and techniques for child guidance 
In oreativeness. .b, e.}
15) Select an Investigate problems la ore tlv® ex pres ion.
5-
At the level of O'KBATXTOIESB, In Community Helat I on ship s.
teacher practices show specific characteristic®. In Ooatrlto*
uMm to gut Bt to® totosl toa sswmi&b
the teajher my:
(1) Create a spirit of unity between th© school and 
the home. (^#b,§,d.)
(2) Adapt community contributions creatively. (a,a.)
' (3) Welcome creative contributions from parental Qa.)
(4) Analyse pupil creative expression for the parent 
in order that there may be an understanding of Its 
importance in child growth* (d.)
E.XUTSQEATKB
At the level of INTEGRATION, in Organisation for In*
struct!on. teacher practices show specific characteristics.
In taking & Schedule* the teacher myi
(1) Recognise that a schedule m y  contribute to pupil 
integration through a balanced, flexible organisation. 
(a^h*>(2) Set up th© schedule in terms of the child rather than 
in terms of subject matter fields, (b.)
,5V'
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the dally problems of cooperative living. (f*#b*S*}
(2) Build an atm©©pfa©F© that stimulates creative ideas 
of cooperative living. (&*b,$#d*)
(3 ? telde the pupils from commonplace ideas to creative 
thought* (&.* b*3
(4) Guide pupils in creatively expressing specific possi­
bilities for considering the rights of others* Ch»c*3
At the level of GR1S&TXVE1&SS* in Profess Iona X Relation- 
ships, teacher practices shoe specifie chrr&ctwristios* n 
gM lltfaft IS l imlM.l3LM.fg. &£ 2m$B £SSM2SS»
the teacher nays
(1) Be, receptive to creative idea© presented at group 
nee tinge* U ib,c.)
{2) Gs© creative activities which have been demon­
strated at group nestings* ^
13) Make creative variations of ideas presented by others 
at group meetings• Km.fb.)
(43 accept the stimulus of creative ideas of others 
and become creative thereby.
(53 Share creative tdeas with others* ih*3
Xn Otillgln# guoervlaory Hein, the teacher mays
(1) Great® an atmosphere that sue our gee supervisory help.
(2) Great® possibilities In the uses of forms by which 
supervisory help may come, (bub^^d.)
(3) bet up specific problems in creative teaching and 
ask for help* (&»&•&*}(4) Offer opportunities for supervisor-te^ .her under­
standing of th® basic principles of th© creative 
act* {&,&»£*&*)
In Sharing Material© and Ideas With Fellow-fforkers* th® teach­
er may;
(1) Create in others an understanding of and a desire for 
the expression of pupil possibilities* (b»2 *)
(2) Offer creative suggestions few* sharing In the imme­
diate situation* U?»c*)
{$) Offer creative suggestions for means ofsb ring in 
a wide field. {&*)
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(3) Show the relationships of subject matter fields and 
child growth* (a*)
(4) Plan a schedule that provides flexibility for adjust* 
merit to child heeds and child purposes* (a*!?*)
(5) Include definite time allotments for attack on indi­
vidual and group problems of growth* ($*b*)
In Qrouhinft Pupils for Work, the teacher mays
(1) Provide for natural relationships that will contrib­
ute to child growth.
(2) Provide for flexible, purposeful groupings* (j*,b*p,.d*)
(3) Base groupings upon their contributions to education­
al purposes. (&#£«&»£*}
(4) Lead ptipils to select working groups objectively* 
(&»£»&*)
In Varying Class Hours, the teacher mays
(1) Plan a balanced variety of class hours that will pro­
vide opportunities for pupil growth in many directions* 
('&«£*)(2) Integrate subject matter learning and pupil purposes 
in a meaningful situation. (&«£*)
(3) Base clasc hours upon their expected contributions 
to individual or group growth in specific lines, or 
toward the general aim of an integrated selfhood.(ffb *}
At the level of INTEGRATION, In Organization of InstructIon, 
teacher practices show specific characteristics* In Setting:
ME Aims, the teacher may:
(1) Recognize the all Inclusive aim of growth toward in­
tegration of selfhood. (§»£»&»£«©O
(2) Set up aims of individual growth toward specific 
points of integration. (£»£»£•$&/•)
(3) Set up th© personal aim of integration of selfhood
as essential to gupil guidance toward that integration.
V ^(4) Base aims upon analysis and observation of individual 
and group needs. {.§*3>*©,£*©»f.)
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In Planning Activities. the teacher mays
(1) Recognise the relationships between activities and 
pupil growth. Ut»b,a»#,£*)
(2) Provide for a balances program of activities directed
iwsard the realisation of the alms of education*, (»,&*& .a*)(3) Select activities for thetr specific contributions to 
recognised needs and desirable purposes. (£*#»,£*)
(4) Provide for pupil responsibility in selecting and 
carrying on activities. (atfc»2 #$»£•)
Evaluating PunII Growth, the teacher may*
(1) Evaluate th© educational program In terms of the to­
tal growth of the child* (it«&•£»£ »£*?»£«&*)
(2) Consider every conditioning factor and evaluate ten­
tatively rsthwr than finally. (&*&.)
(3) Utilize every available instrument for evaluation,,
(4) Guide the pupil into self ©valuation. (£*£*)
At the level of INTEGRATIOH, in Teaeher-Pupll Relation­
ships. teacher practices show specific character!sMcs. In 
Guiding the In the Mastery of Skills, th© teacher may:
(l)B©ooghiz© that skill lea ning must be based upon 
situations that are real and purposeful to the 
ohlld*t&,h,£,d.)
(3) Give the pupil responsibility fo skill mastery,(b#j?*.d*)
(2) Provide life situations for learning and utilize them
in mastering skills that are necessary for the real­
ization of life purposes, t$»£>*£jjl•)
(4) Provide practice exercises through which the child may 
master the skills which are neeessary for his individ­
ual and social purposes* (&,&*£*)
In Guiding the Pup 11 Toward Emotional Adjustments,th© teacher 
mays
(1) Recognize the necessity for emotional adjustment in 
an integrated selfhood. (jub»a*)
(2) Analyze all objective and subjective factors in the 
individual and his environment in order to understand 
and attack his problem. (s»b*iL*)
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(3) Apply psychological principles in the solution of th© 
problem. (£»b«£*)
(4) bead th© pupil to find satisfaction In growth toward 
adjustment*
(5) Adjust school procedures to help the pupil to adjust­
ment*
(6) Differentiate and lead the pupil to differentiate 
between fundamental principles, and surface behavior* 
(£*)
In &ulding the Pup 11 Int.o Desirable v̂aya of Sharing* the teach­
er says
(1) Utilize sharing to direct pupil growth in human re­
lationships* (|,:|t9«)
(2) Plan specific activities which will afford opportu­
nities for pupil growth In sharing* (a*c*)
(3) guide pupils in their recognition of their relation­
ships and responsibilities to others. (&, b,c*d.)
(4) Guide situations so that the individual grows from 
th© attitude of selfish monopoly into recognition 
and practice of sharing- u->
In Guiding*; the Pupil Into Recognition Of and Oort si derat ion
For the Rights of Others, the teacher may:
(1) Recognize the necessity for social integration*
(2) Utilize opportunities for practicing consideration for 
others In life situations* (a#b*S*uS#&*X*$
(3) Lead pupils Into understanding~human relationship® 
and interd pendenc ©-(a^b^d^jJ'.)
(4) Guide Individual interests into a relationship with 
the rights of others* ( »£U.g»f•)
(5) Practice consideration for pupils.(je)
(6) Lead the individual to recognize his personal re­
sponsibility toward others. ( f
At the level of INTEGRATION, In Professional Relation­
ships, teacher practices show specific characteristics. In 
Utilizing the Possibilities of Professional Group Meetings, 
the teacher may:
(1) Recognize .definite contributions of professional 
group meetings toward self integration and guidance
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of pupil integration* (a#b#S*d.)
(2) Set op definite problems of integration for discussion 
at professional meetings, investigate the problems,share 
findings with others, and seek further help from 
educational leaders* I §,£,£.}
13) Voluntarily attend other meetings, with the purpose of 
broadening understandings and professional relationships* ip*)
14) Initiate professional meetings to meet specific teacher 
needs and thereby contribute to Integration. ($,£*)
15) Cooperate in planning professional meetings that will 
further professional integration.
utilizing Supervisor? Help* the teacher mayi
11) Give the supervisor opportunities for the discussion of 
fundamental principles of integration, and of the 
philosophy of growth. la»h,p,d*)
12) Recognize personal need of integration* (&,$,£•)
13) Crow in willingness to dlsouss problems of self-in­
tegration impersonally. (£,&«£•}
14) Ask for supervisory help on specific problems of 
pupil integration* i§
In Sharing Materials and Ideas With Fellow-1orkers. the teacher 
mays
(1) Recognize the possibilities of growth toward Integration 
through sharing.(2) Plan specific ways for"”contributing to the integration
of others. (&th,p»d«)
(3) Integrate personal ideas and share with others. (a,p*)
(4) Contribute to the professional growth of others less 
advanced* (b,d.)
(5) Seek help for others* (h*)
In Utilizing Available leans for Self-Help* the teacher mays
(1) Recognize and analyze her own need for guidance in growth 
toward Integration of selfhood, and in leading pupils 
toward integration. (a,fc.)
(2) Utilize all available professional literature In a well- 
rounded program for study. (§,]?•)
(3) Enroll for professional classes that promise help in 
the solution of problems of integration. {£•)
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At the level of INTEGRATION, In Gomurunlty Relationships* 
teacher practices show specific character!sties. In Contrib­
uting to the Integration of the School and Community* the 
tea;her may;
(1) Vitalize learning to the point that it leads to 
school and community concerted attack on problems. 
(#*£•)(2) Recognize evidences of community understanding and 
cooperation* (d»X-)
(3) Foresee ways to Integrate school and home Ideals 
and b© propared to give concrete help. (&,£•)
(4) Carry advanced thinking on personality Integration 
into organizations not directly connected with the 
school, (f*)
(5) utilize pupil growth toward Integration in leading 
to community growth toward integration. (£,£*)
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Qeaerallgations Expressing Sbaraotsrletlc.s of EevehB 
Si iTJXSih
analysis of specifie chargeterlstio ’ of teacher practices 
shoes distinguishing-characteristies for each level of growth. 
These character 1st las are expressed in the following generali­
zations*
At the level of P/Ŝ tflTT,.
1. There le no apparent knowledge of nor interest
In progressive principles and practices of education*
2. The drive to action Is the external force of author­
ity*
3* The focus of attack 1© upon abstract learning*
4* There is no recognition of any relationship be­
tween learning and the learner*
5* Fora is considered, but function le Ignored*
6* Evaluation of th© educational process and of the 
educational product is consideration of their de­
gree of conformity to an arbitrary standard fixed by authority.
7* The situation Is educationally static.
At the level of
1. There is awareness of the existence of a forward 
movement In education, but a lack of understanding 
of the philosophy and principles basic to th© move- 
sent.2. The drive to action is the desire for conform­
ity' to progressive theory as pplied in the prac­
tice? of others.
3* The focus of attack Is upon external procedures.
4* There Is awareness of the existences of a relation­
ship between learning and the learner, but no or­
ganization of that relationship.5* Form and function are dissociated.6. i valuation of the educational process and of the 
educational product is subjective opinion of their 
conformity to the practice? of others, and of their 
Immediate value.
7* The educational situation is oh otic In movement 
and uncontrolled by fundjntntal principles of educa­
tion *
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At the level of ?ROBLSM-SQLVTH&#
1* there le understand log and application of scien­
tific educational principles*
2. The drive to action Is recognition of the existence 
of deviations fro® those practices scientifically 
established as educationally possible and desirable.
3* The focus of attack le upon the solution of prob­
lems based upon individual or roup deviations 
from educational expectations.
4. There Is scientific organisation of specific, tan­
gible rslat ion ships between learning and the learn­
er.
5- Function and for® are coordinated.
6* Evaluation of the educational process and of the 
educational product 1® the scientific * impersonal, 
objective measurement of the amount and direction 
of Individual or group movement toward specific 
educational goals*
7. Th© educational situation is mobile, but con­
trolled in line and direction of movement by 
scientific educational principles*
At the level of CREATIVE!® SB,
1. There is belief In the existence of inherent possi­
bilities within each individual, with th© under­
standing and application of basic principles and 
techniques of creative expression of those possi­
bilities*
2. The drive to action is the challenge of unex­
pressed creative possibilities.
3* The focus of attack is upon tangible and intan­
gible factors which might Inhibit or contribute 
to creative expression.
4. There is recognition and organisation of those 
learn ing-leamer relationships which are inherent 
in the creative act*5. Form is considered only as it contributes to 
funotion.6 * Evaluation of the educational prowess Is the sub­
jective measurement of its contribution to crea­
tive expression, and evaluation of the educational 
product is subjective opinion of the variety, qual­
ity, and amount of creativenesa expressed, in pro­
portion to th© creative possibilities believed to 
exist within the individual*
7* The situation Is free, dynamic, and challenging 
to the Individual* with movement limited only 
by individual possibilities.
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At the level of INTEGRATION*
1* There la a fundamental belief In a basic philos­
ophy of growth# with constant investigation and 
application of the best available principles and 
practices of educational and contributory fields*2. he drive to action is the recognition of indi­
vidual responsibility for making all possible 
contributions to the movement toward integration 
of selfhood of other individuals*
3* The ifocu® of attack is upon the utilisation of all 
experiences which may contribute to growth toward 
integration of selfhood*
4. i->earning is recognized as Important only In rela­
tion to the learner# and is organized to contrib­
ute to the growth or the learner*
5* Form and function are Integrated and indistinguish­
able *
6 * Evaluation of the integrated educational process- 
product Is of its contribution to internal growth# 
measured in terms of improved individual and so­
cial behavior# witH evaluation cumulative and con­
tinuous*
7• The edacat!onal situ&tion is dynamic and comp©1- 
ling# with both internal and external movement to­
ward individual and social integration*
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Chapter IV 
SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSIONS 
Buacaary
Analysis of incidents from teacher practices in fifteen 
lines of possible growth* gives evidence of the existence 
of five distinct levels of growth* Analysis of th© inci­
dents located at each level* reveals characteristics of that 
level which distinguish it from other levels of growth*
At the level of PASSIVITY, there Is no evidence of 
knowledge of, nor Interest in* progressive educational 
principles and practices, there is apparent satisfaction 
with the "status quo", and change cocos by force of exter­
na' authority* rather than from an Internal drive of pur­
pose* The focus of attack la upon abstract learning, and 
there is no recognition of any relationship between learn­
ing and the learner. Activities are formal, not function­
al, and are limited to those required by text books or a 
course of study. Evaluation of the educational process 
and of the educational product is In terms of the degree of 
ability to reproduce factual material, and child growth is 
ignored, or subordinated to conformity to arbitrary stan­
dards, artificially imposed. Freedom for either teacher or 
pupil is not desired except where this freedom permits ad­
herence to traditional practices. Individual instruction 
Is subordinated to mass instruction*, with the Individual
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forced to fit th© school, rather than the school adjusted 
to meet the needs of the individual# The educational sit­
uation thus becomes static and stultifying, rather than dy­
namic and challenging*
At the level of AWAKENING, there Is awareness of the 
existence of a forward mmaement in education, without an 
understanding and interpretation of its basic philosophy 
and principles# The drive to action is the desire to 
Conform to the progressive practices of others , and it Is 
conditioned by th© forward movement of immediate professional 
associates, by modern courses of study, and by descriptions 
of progressive practices* The focus of attach is upon ex­
ternal procedure , hut changes in procedure come through im­
itation rather than through the application of educational 
principles# There is awareness of the existence of a rela­
tionship between learning and the learner, but there is no 
organisation of those relationships, and form and function 
become dissociated# Evaluation of the educational process 
and of the educational product is in terms of thsir con­
formity to the processes and products of others, but there 
is some consideration of their contribution to the solu­
tion of the immediate difficulty* There Is recognition of 
the importance of the individual, but skill in providing 
for individual and group simultaneously Is lacking. Ed© 
uoational movement lacks the control of fundamental prin-
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clples, and becomes spasmodic and uncertain- chaotic rather 
than controlled*
Understanding and application of scientific educational 
principles and procedures are apparent at the level of PROB­
LEM-SOLVING. Practices at this level conform to a marked 
degree to the first six of the steps In scientific procedures 
as set up in She Seventh Year Book of the Department of 
Supervisors and Directors of Instruction of the National 
Education Association;3,
“Discovery and Isolation of the problem*
Collection and classification of necessary facts* 
Formulation of possible solutions*
Adoption of criteria of solution*
Trial of hypotheses*
Interpretation and generalisation*
Revision and retrial of hypotheses*1
The drive to action is Internal and intellectual- the recog­
nition of the existence of deviations from specific practices 
which educational research has established as educationally 
possible and desirable* These deviations are specific, tan­
gible problems of the individual or of the group, and attach 
upon them is based upon the scientific organization of thla- 
tionships between learning and the learner* This results In 
a diagnostic and remedial program In which form and function 
are e&pg&lnated* Evaluation is of the educational prooesa- 
product and Is the scientific, impersonal, objective 
measurement of the amount and direction of group movement- 
and of individual movement In relation to specific educational 
goals* The educational situation Is mobile, but movement Is 
Gp* clt* p* I0
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permitted only as it proceede quantitatively and qualita­
tively, la definite directions determined by scientific In­
vestigation*
The nature of the creative act Is dlccussed In Supervi­
sion and the Creative Teacher § from the sociological and 
the psychological points of view. From the sociological 
viewpoint "the creative act must be recognized by compe­
tent individuals as outstanding**, from the psychological 
viewpoint, the creative act is "an act ehxeh represents 
for the creator a new solution, a new analysis, or c new 
synthesis". The psychological viewpoint with its belief 
In the existence of inherent possibilities within each in­
dividual, is basic to oonsideration of the level of CRE­
ATIVENESS. The drive to action at this level, is the chal­
lenge of those recognized but unexrjressed possibilities of 
Individuals, directed by the understanding and application 
of principles of creative expression. The attack is upon 
techniques of expression, attitudes to^rd creativeness, 
and atmospheres surrounding the Individual- any modifiable 
factors which may release the Individual for creativeness.
2. "Supervision and the Creative Teacher"- The Fifth Year 
book of the Department of Supervisors and Directors of 
Instruction of the National Education rod at ion .Bu­
reau of ublI c a t i on s, Teachers Col lege, (iolumMa tin 1- 
versity, !v©w York, 1932.
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This involves recognition and organization of those learn­
ing- learner relationships which are inherent in the creative 
act, with form considered only as it functions in individual 
ereatlvenesp« Evaluation of the educational process is sub­
jective measurement of Its contribution to creative express- 
1 cm;evaluation of the educational product is subjective opin­
ion of the variety* amount and quality of creativeness ex­
pressed by an individual in proportion to those inherent pos­
sibilities which h© le believed to possess. Such measure­
ment is recognizedly inadequate and inconclusive since in­
struments are not available for the! measurement, but the ed­
ucational situation is free, dynamic, challenging, without re­
strictions of artificial standards which would hamper oreatlve- 
ness. Th© only limitation upon Individual movement is individ­
ual possibilities*
At the level of INTEGRATION, there is a fundamental be­
lief in a basic philosophy of growth toward that integration 
of selfhood which Hopkins  ̂defines as th© condition in which
"internal aspects of th© movement are characterised 
by wholeness..... when the Individual operates as
a connected whole to aspects of experience.......
when his physical, emotional and Intellectual move­
ments are in an organic relationship that mikes 
for maximum functional use."
2'Hopkins, L. Thomas. "Arguments Favoring Integration1’, Teachers 
Golle&e Record, Vol. XXXVI,£7, p ̂ @4 Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, April 1935
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This cumulative, continuous movement toward that Internal 
synthesis of all powers which contribute to self adjust­
ment and to adjustment to Increasingly enlarged aspects of 
society, necessitates the utilization of the best of princi­
ples and practices from educational and allied fields* The 
drive to action is the acceptance of personal responsibility 
to contribute to the movement of individuals toward adjustment 
and the focus of attack is upon provision for and reconstruc­
tion of experience® which will contribute to internal synthe­
sis. Learning Is important only in its relation to the 
growth of the learner, and is organized to provide for maxi­
mum learner growth, with form and function integrated and in­
distinguishable. Evaluation of the integrated educational 
process- product does not purport to measure internal growth 
toward integration directly, but every available instrument 
of measurement is used for cumulative, continuous evaluation 
of growth In improved behavior in relation to self and to so­
ciety. The educational situation is dynamic and compelling, 
with external movement directed by the internal drive of in­
dividual and social purpose. Both internal and external forces 
reinforce and reconstruct each other for a concerted drive 
for movement toward individual and social integration#
donclttelone
From the collection, organisation and analysis of inci­
dents from teacher practice®, and intensive study of the re­
suits of the analysis, there appears sufficient evidence 
to Justify the conclusion that varying levels of profession­
al growth exist to the degree that they may he recognised 
from observation and analysis of the practices of teachers* 
Since the five stages of professional efficiency of ele­
mentary teachers may be analyzed by a supervisor, it is 
possible for a supervisor to increase the efficiency of 
teachers by such an analysis and application of It to 

















CLASSIFICATION OF 8S&NIFESTATXONS OF LEVELS OF GROWTH AND 
LINES OF GROWTH
A* PASSIVITT
i* Isz. i m M m U M
1. jgM 
Inc ident
In a two-teacher school, Grade IV was 
transferred fro® the grade combination I-IV, to 
the grade combination V-VIII, to equalise the teach* 
lag load* Each teacher ashed the supervisor to pre­
pare a schedule for her, and the schedules were or­
ganised during a conference period, the supervisor 
asking for suggestions and for criticisms of her 
own suggestions, hut receiving neither*
The grade shift did not solve the prob­
lem of equalisation; so revised administrative in­
structions required that Grade IV divide its time 
between the two rooms* The teachers asked for new 
schedules, amd waited two days before making the re­
quired change because they had not received the 
schedules.
Incident
The teacher of Grade II asked the super­
visor to plan a schedule to meet a new situation 
of two sections of the grade, each attending school
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on the half-day basis* This was done with music 
scheduled before the morning recess for the morn­
ing section* The music supervisor asked the teach­
er to schedule the music period after recess instead 
of before recess, if possible, so that the music 
schedule might fit the entire school* The teacher 
waited for the supervisor to come and arrange her 
schedule to fit this request* saying that she saw 
no possibilities of adjustment that would not make 
her schedule less desirable*
Incident
Tentative schedules were mimeographed 
and distributed prior to the opening of school* The 
schedule for Grade III contained an obvious misprint, 
geography being scheduled for the morning and commu­
nity study for the afternoon. Two t eachers waited 
three weeks before asking If they might change the 
schedule* and two teachers used it mi til the sug­
gestion had heda hade to them that It should be 
changed.
Incident d:
The teacher of Grade I transferred from 
one system to another and was given work in Grade II* 
When asked what schedule she was using* she replied 
that the schedule of her predecessor had been accepted 
the year before* it pleased the supervisor! so she was
following It exactly*
Incident £*
The teacher of Grade VI asked, *How many 
days per week shall I teach history* geography and 
hygienect*
Inc ident Xs
The teacher of Grade VII asked* ”If I use 
the large block schedule* how can I write it into the 
space for schedules in the register?”
Incident gs
The teacher of Grade VII arbitrarily sched­
uled Civics for one day* and geography for the next* 
with no provision either for integration or for ad­
justment to needs which might arise*
Qr«WPln« fupUfi log. £o£j£
Incident at
The pupils of Grade V were to he divided 
between two teachers* The division was based upon 
the subject matter grades recorded by the teachers of 
the preceding year*
Incident ]>:
The teacher of Grade I organized her 
groups upon the basis of transportation- those who
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walked to school and those who rode on the school 
bus*
Incident e:
The teacher grouped her pupils for read­
ing* hot made no adjustments from the sloe section 
to the fast until her attention was called to the 
needs of specific pupils who ear® being handicapped 
by regaining with the sloe group*
Incident
the teacher of Grade IV grouped her pu­
pils according to the roes In which they sat*and 
explained that they were easier to handle that way*
Incident gs
The teacher of Irade V was asked why she 
divided the geography class of twenty two pupils 
int o two sections. She replied that Seat ion k 
was wade up of pupils who had purchased textbooks, 
Sect Ion B of those who had not purchased them*
Incident fr
The teacher of Grade IV did not divide 
her class of thirty nine pupils Into groups for 
oral reading* She required each child to turn to 
the same page in the textbook, the first child 
read until he was told to stop, the next child read,
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and the next, until the entire class had read, or 
until the end of the period earns*
Incident gs
The teacher of Grade II wrote Arithmetic 
combinations on the blackboard and required each 
child who was not in the reading group to work 
those combinations- a grouping on the basis of 
reading ability and not child need*
3- Varying Class Hoar*
Incident as
One teaoherfs written plans for the 
teaching of literature in Grade VII were checked 
for sixteen consecutive days* Fifteen of those 
plans included word drill, discussion^ and oral 
reading*
Incident bs
One teacher* s written plan for assign­
ments for ten consecutive days for 6L Geography, 
showed nine instances of page-in-textbook assign­
ments, Six Of the assignments began with the word 
study, on® with review* one with prepare, and 
one with write answers. each referring to def­
inite pages or topics in the textbook. Two assign­
ments called for the ability to make a topical out­
line with no assignment for making the outline,
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two for place location, fpur for ability to answer 
the textbook questions, one for writing questions 
to cover the textual material, and one for ability 
to discuss natural regions and resources. There 
were no evidences of thought questions, of pro­
vision for individual contributions and supple­
mentary materials outside the text, qr of any 
but traditional classroom activities.
Incident os
The teacher of Grades V-VII had dif­
ficulty In sustaining the Interest of her groups. 
ISany different types of activities were suggested 
to her but observation showed that she continued 
the traditional questlon-answer, or teaoher-lec- 
ture type of class hour except in cases in which 
textbook exercises called for a different pro­
cedure.
11* Organization of Instruction 
!• Seating gg Ajna 
Incident a;
The teacher planned and wrote a unit 
and filed It with other county plans, but ex­
pressed no aims.
Incident b$
The teacher planned a unit on Power
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and Hated one hundred forty one aims, In the code 
numbers of the State Curriculum Procedures Bulletin*
She made no further statement of alms, and game no 
key for the Interpretation of the code numbers*
Incident gs
In nine consecutive plans, the teacher of 
Grade III expressed her reading alms as, expression- 
nine Instances, and reading In groups of words- three 
Instances* there was no statement of the understanding 
and interpretation of reading aa an aim of instruction.
Incident g,s
In sixteen consecutive plans for the teach­
ing of arithmetic In Grad© IVH, the teacher expressed 
her aims as follows* logical thinking- once* problems 
of real life- twice; direct teaching of subject matter- 
thirteen times* This included the statement, "Brill 
on the essentials of the IVH course in Arithmetic*"
Incident ei
A teacher of Grade V was teaching a class 
In geography* She asked questions about the sections 
of the United States which produced different fruits, 
but there was little or no discussion of the reasons 
for the production of the fruits. When she was asked 
what alms she had set up, she stated definitely
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that she wished the pupils to understand the cli­
matic factors that affect the production of limits* 
Bach child wrote statements which told what he had 
learned fro® the discussion* In the class of twenty 
two pupils, only on® made a statement which directly 
concerned the weather* It was* HFig trees die In 
cold weather**
Incident X*
The teacher of Grade III planned a unit 
00 f Colonial Plantation. In it* she expressed 
three alias, each basically a subject matter aim*
They were s.
WX* Acquaintance with the general life 
and customs of Colonial people*
2m Knowledge of the growth of society. 
Inventions, developments.3* Teach some historical facts*1*
2.Planning Activities
Incident §«
In seventeen consecutive plans for lan** 
gauge, the teacher of Grade V expressed ©illy four 
activities which permitted original expression, 
and these were of the traditional textbook types, 
namely, a friendly letter, an original story, 
oral reports, and written composition emphasizing 
sentence structure and standards. Other activities
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listed were: copying sentences and underlining se­
lected parts of speech* picking out parts of speech 
from textbook sentences* and dictating sentences 
from the textbook.
Incident h;
The teacher of Grade V, In lacking plans 
for seventeen consecutive lessons in World History 
listed the following activities? oral reports-* 
twelve times; written summary of reports- eleven 
times; assigned drawings- three times; map draw­
ings- three times; free drawing- once; reading 
and discussing materials from the textbook- five 
times; bringing supplementary pictures- once; 
pupil questions based on the textbook- once.
Incident a:
The teacher of Grade VII read an 
article on Ethiopia to the pupils Instead of per­
mitting them to read It for themselves*
Incident
The teacher of Grade VII read historical 
material from the textbook and interpreted ltf 
ignoring the fact that the event® occurred In the 
section of Virginia in which the pupils were living 




The teacher gat© out cardboard patterns 
of turkeys and permitted the fourth grade pupils 
to trace and color them*
Incident £s
Tfe© teacher of Grades VI and VII permitted 
the children' to Illustrate all notebooks with pic­
tures cut from magazines* neither requiring nor en­
couraging freehand drawing*
3- Evaluating gnu*], growth
Incident $?
It was suggested to the teachers that diag­
nostic reading ©hart# might deepen pupil purpose and 
direct pupil activity. The teacher of Grad© IV made 
and posted a chart but made no use of it* «h®n it 
was suggested that she might find it he$>ful to ©hare 
her diagnosis with the child, ©lie marked weaknesses 
but made no provision for showing growth* At no time 
during observation was any use made of the chart, nop 
was the attention of a child called to it*
Incident hi
The teacher required home work and seat work, 
but when she was asked how she checked and used it, 
she acknowledged that she put most of it into the 
wastebasket•
Incident ps
The teacher of Grade IV required the pupils 
to use arithmetic workbooks each week, but, at the 
end of five weeks, no drill had been checked either 
by pupil or by teacher.
Incident di
The teacher prepared a chart for recording 
the number of books read by each pupil in Grades V,
VI, and VII. She planned no means by which she might 
cheek the effect of the book, the information gained 
from the reading, or even whether or not the book 
had been read carefully.
Incident it*
The teacher planned a written evaluation 
of her unit with no provision for evaluation of 
any outcomes except those of subject matter learn­
ing.
/ Incident X*.'
The teacher conducted an oral reading lesson 
In Grade III, with no suggestions as to ways to im­
prove, nor analysis as to strengths and weaknesses.
Her comments were, wThat was good* or ‘’Read it again 
and read it better.**
Incident £5
The teacher gave the Otis Glass!ficatlon
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feat as required fey the state, but, as far as was 
observed, she made no use of the results*
Incident jis
The teacher made a chart on which the 
pupil recorded his grade each day* It was called; 
nDld I Set a Hundred on Spelling?*1
XII* Teacher*Pupil Relationships
SuMioft the Pupl| |n J^e jjaaterar of Hkllls 
Incident a;
The teacher of Grade IV gave a dally 
drill on multiplication combinations, but made no 
plan for checking the weaknesses and growths of 
any pupil* She required each child to take the 
same drill each day, she kept no records of com­
binations which had been mastered* The children 
exchanged papers with each other, graded and checked 
the papers according to the answers dictated by 
the teacher, and the teacher recorded these grades 
in her grade book for use in determining a final 
monthly mark on Arithmetic*
Incident J>;
The teacher required the pupils to buy 
and use writing books* She did not check to see 
that the pupils filled out the first page for com­
parison as to growth, made no provision for pupils
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who needed ext ha drill, nor for pupils who needed 
less drill, and made no analysis of pupil writing 
as to sise, slant, uniformity^ or letter forms.
t
Inoldent c:
The teacher of Grade XII divided her 
group into two sections for reading* When the weak­
er group read she sat in her chair at the front of 
the room and called on a child to begin* He stood 
and read until she ©aid wHextn. There was no word 
help nor any suggestion of attack on necessary skills* 
On one occasion, she turned her back <m the child 
who was reading, and discussed an Arithmetic prob­
lem with a pupil from the faster section*
incident d;
The teacher of Grade VI asked a pupil 
to give the standards for oral reports before oral 
reports were given In class* There was no effort 
on the part of the teacher to lead each pupil to 
study his report In the light of standards re­
quired and there were no suggestions given far ©val­
uation or for attack on points which obviously 
needed correction.
2. Guiding Eupli Toward imgiloa&L Mjuiiment.
Incident a;
The teacher of Grades V, VI and VII 
enrolled a pupil who had a strong will and many
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qualities of leadership* The teacher ignored these 
possibilities and allowed the girl to follow her own 
whims** moving disturbingly from Jfupil to pupil# 
leaving the room# annoying others in many ways* There 
was# m  far 00 could be observed, no attempt to utilise 
pupil potentialities, but# instead# a refusal to face 
issues* The girt finally led a revolt against a de­
sirable# state-sponsored activity, influencing several 
other pupils to leave school with her rather than con­
form* The teacher was then obliged to appeal to high­
er authority for assistance in handling the situation*
Incident b*
The teacher said that Richard was becoming 
a serious problem in fourth grade« She failed to con** 
si dor that be wan an adopted child whose foster parents 
had not discussed his adoption fully with him# be­
cause he cried when they attempted to talk to him# 
that the other pupils were teasing him about his sta­
tus and that his insecurity was possibly affecting hia* 
When this was brought to her attention eh© ©aid that 
ah© knew the facts# hot had not thought of thfclr pos­
sible influence on him*
Incident os
The teacher of Grades 1, II am? Ill was 
assigned a grad© composed of children from hosme of
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the highest type and of children from a state-support­
ed orphans* home. An Italian hoy from the state 
heme often displayed evidences of an ungovernable 
temper. On one occasion he lost his sweater, and 
came into the classroom accusing the teacher of hav­
ing stolen It. She mas unable to understand his 
problem, and his fear of the eonsequencea If he 
were to return to the home without the sweater* To 
her, it was flagrant Impertinence and her only de­
sire was to see hi® severely punished for it.
3* Gulaing the Pupil Into Desirable Ways of Sharing 
Incident ja:
A group of fourth grade pupils habitually 
lacked materials for work. The teacher provided a 
few extra pencils and a few sheets of paper which 
might be borrowed, and when these were exhausted, 
she suggested that the pupils borrow from eaoh 
other* She made no check on the return of materi­
als borrowed and the children began to depend upon 
borrowed materials instead of providing their own.
One observation showed that nine pupils from the 
thirty In class borrowed pencils before beginning 
work. On another occasion, several pupils were 
unable to write dictated spelling because the bor­
rowing faellltle^ had been exhausted.
Incident b:
A first grade pupil was asked by her mother
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why her number combinations were wrong. She re­
plied that the girl In front of her had them that 
way, and^ a s she did not know how to work them, she 
wrote what the other girl wrote* The teaeher was 
unaware of this until her attention was called to It.
Incident q :
The teaeher permits children to ©It to­
gether and work together without supervision, and 
without guidance as to the function and limitations 
of help to he given* Observation of the work and 
of the pupils tends to the conclusion that one child 
copies what the other does without original thought 
and effort*
In® ideal
The teacher of Grade 111 permits any child 
to help another during oral reading by telling him 
the word on which he hesitates* The alow child learns 
to depend upon others rather than try words for him­
self* Jack was observed - he stopped and looked up 
when he eame to a new or difficult word without any 
effort to help himself.
4* Guiding the Pupil into Recognition of and Considers- 
tloo far the Rlg&M of Others 
Incident $:
The teacher ignored reports of misbehavior
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and evidences of misbehavior, until a pupil set 
fir® to waste paper In the cloak closet and endan­
gered the building* Administrative authority was 
invoked to solve the problem, and the teacher obeyed 
instructions.
resident h:
The teaeher permitted pupils to report 
playground misdemeanors to her and punished the 
accused child without further investigation.
Incident j|:
the teacher of 0rades V, VI and v n  was 
dictating Spelling words to the pupils of Grade V.
A seventh grade pupil left his seat, walked from 
one pupil to another, and asked t borrow paper*
He playfully slapped two boys in the face and struck 
the arm of a third. H© then yawned audibly and 
remarked aloud, * X can*! get It. I guess 1*11 go 
home.14 A girl In the same class left her seat 
three times to sit with other girls or to borrow 
materials. The teacher continued to call for 
dictation, corrections and grades from the fifth 
grade pupils and mad© no apparent effort at any 
time to change the attitude of the pupils who 
were making work impossible for other pupils by 
their deliberate rudeness and lack of consideration.
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incident &*
fhm teacher of Grade ¥11 permitted her 
pupils to use materials fro® ©noycslopedi&a ana 
reference books without giving credit to the 
sources*
f»of»«alonaI RglaUewehip*
X. aUlRllB iU£ Poagibllltlfia «*£ ProfoealonaX Qggap
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Incident |i
Out of a group of twenty six teachers* 
only eight valunteored suggestions when asked 
to suggest steps for next year*
Incident &t
The teaeher nnonmoed that she could not 
attend the group meet log because she had planned to 
go to the city that afternoon*
Incident p;
The teacher was asked a simple question 
in regard to her work* She stajssewed and said she 
did not know* Later she came to the leader and said 
that she could not talk in nestings*
Incident &s
The gaperlAttendant was forced to rule 
that non-attendance at the preliminary group meet­
ing would mean a loss of salary for the day, and 
the roll was called twice during the day in order^o
TO
Insure teacher attendance.
Et.lllgla* Supervisory Help 
Incident
At seme time during each visit the super* 
vieer ashed the teacher if there were any ways in 
which she might help/ The teacher* 0 response was 
* I reckon there’s plenty, hut I can’t think of 
anything.®
Incident
The supervisor visited a one teacher 
school and the teacher conducted an oral reading 
lesson. At the end of the class a.child remarked*
“We had this lesson yesterday.”
Incident <sj
A teacher of Grade IV had difficulty in 
organising instruction and planning teaching proce­
dures. She supervisor analysed her dally plans with 
her and suggested some variations in activities. The 
teacher assured the supervisor that she understood 
exactly how to proceed with all of the suggested ac­
tivities. As the supervisor was leaving* she asked a 
question concerning a chart they had planned together. 
She discovered that the teacher did not know either 
how to make It, how to present it to the group, or 
how she might utilise pupil suggestions. Further
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questions showed that she had no Idea of any def­
inite procedures for Improving th© reading situation 
and that her a suranc© had been given because she 
was anxious to catch the next street car#
Incident d:
The teacher of Grade XX was weak on 
planning many types of activities* She was given 
some definite suggestions which she accepted*
•Later In the month she explained that she could 
not find time to us® new activities*
3* Sharing Materials and Ideas With &ellow-Workera 
Incident as
The teacher of Grade VI asked the teach­
er of Grade IV if her group could lend the sixth 
grsde their copy of Polly the Pioneer for a few 
days* The teacher replied that the book was In 
constant us® and they could not spare it*
Incident bx
Traveling library books were borro ed 
by the teacher of Grade IV* Because of a curriculum 
revision the sixth grade pupils needed the same 
books., but the teachers were unable to make th© 
necessary adjustment until the supervisor made a 
schedule providing for their use by the sixth grad© 




ju County, the best work of the pupils
of each grade was exhibited at the county fair and 
prizes were offered for individual and group exhibits* 
The teachers guarded each idea, that It sight win a 
prize, instead of sharing all ideas which might con- 
tribute to child growth.
*• PtniglB* Available <*eana fog. 3gM-fiS*B
Incident jii
A county superintendent said that he had 
found It necessary to require his teachers to head 
two books each year, that the professional library 
might be used*
Incident bi
A teacher was asked whether or not she had 
read a certain professional book. She replied, °Yes, 
you brought it to me last year*11 This was impossible, 
for the book had not been available to the inquirer 
at any time during the preceding year*
Incident c:
A teacher was asked;f,?/hlch books from the 
professional library have you enjoyed most?’1 She 
replied,** I saw one on a teacher1 a desk last year* It 
looked Interesting and I intended writing for It, 
but I haven * t done it yet*w
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Incident
Fpur principals of large elementary school® 
refused t© attend summer school and raise their oer- 
tificates to the rating of normal professional until 
an administrative regulation forced them to do so*
incident
A teacher on helng asked if she planned to 
attend summer school replied* *hoi Thank he&vesf I 
don’t have to go.11
Incident ft
A teacher said that she could not afford to 
attend summer school because her certificate was good 
for another year and she was buying some furniture*
V. donmroa itv Kelat 1 onshloa
1. Contributing; to the integration of the School and 
tM_Bome_
incident as
The teacher asked If she would be required 
to visit patrons who cam© to league meetings as she 
saw them there.
Incident hi
The teacher did not take advantage of oppor­
tunities to explain the new report blanks to parents, 
hut listened t© their complaints and allowed a spirit
of diss&tisfaction to creep in and grow unchecked*
It finally became necessary for the superintendent 
to attend a public meeting and explain the values 
of the new system*
Incident &?
thlle the supervisor was discus ing a pu­
pil* s problems with his mother* the teacher of the 
child came into the office* She saw the patron and 
tried to withdraw without being seen* The supervi­
sor invited her In and tried to include her In the 
conference* Her only response to the patron*s 
questions concerning definite school problems of her 
child was* ttHe*s getting along all right*M As soon 
as possible* the teacher left the office* She failed 
to analyze the child* s strengths and weaknesses, to 
explain the efforts of the school to give the child 
opportunities for growth and to guide that growth* 
and to suggest ways in which the home and the school 
might cooperate for the help of the child*
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B. AWAKENING
** Organization for Instruction
x. M M s a  a. i«2&£aJ&
In©ideat &t
The teacher of Grade IV recognized thd 
undesirability of rigid adherence to a schedule 
whteh was divided into nany saall blocks* but 
she varied it only by running over the ssheduled 
tine In the morning and ©sitting elasees in the 
afternoon.
Incident b*
the teacher of Grade I posted her schedule 
with reading planned for 9 s 40. Observation showed 
that she did not have the elass at this hour. When 
asked about it she explained that she did not have 
tiae to have it then* but It had not occurred to her 
to eh&nge the schedule •
2. grouping fttplla fop Sort
Incident &s
The teacher of Grade II grouped her pupils 
for reading in Weak and Strong groups* but made no 
provision for adjustment between the groups accord­
ing to the needs of the pupils.
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Insidsnt $$
fhe teacher recognised the values of 
group work and permitted a group of fourth grad© 
pupils to leave the room to pim  the dramatisa­
tion of & story* there was ©0 preliminary plan-* 
olng, the pupils had no experience in imdwperviaed 
work* end the result ires noisy Mokerlng, com­
plaints of individual behavior* and no apparent 
dramatic results when the pupils returned.
Incident pi
the teacher of Grade V mis anxious to hold 
individual conferences* but she made no provision 
for activities for the larger group other than a 
general Instruction to study the next lesson* fhe 
group made so much noise mid masted so aueh tins 
that she found it neeessacy to stop the Individual 
conference© and return to the group*
3* Varvln^ Class Boars 
la® Ident p.«
the teacher of Grades V# VI and VII noted 
the Interest of other pupils who were working with 
a progressive teacher and said,"The wore different 
things they do* the more work they want to do*”
She planned a unit for Grads VI and listed many as- 
tlvltlea of varying types that would require many
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kinds of ©lass hours. Later observation showed 
no evidences of variations In activities and In 
class hours*
Incident |>s
The teacher of Grade VI noticed that 
other sixth grades were carrying on a variety of 
activities within the work period while her
work period was limited to map drawing and con­
structional activities. She asked for suggestions 
for variations within that period, but little 
change was evident when she was observed later.
Incident gs
The teacher of Grade III had difficulty 
in teaching Heading. Definite plans for reading In­
struction were discussed with her, Including ways 
to help pupils attack unfamiliar words. She se­
lected words for word drill, wrote them on the 
blackboard and drilled the entire class on them.
She made no effort to find out whether or not 
the pupils knew those words, nor how much drill 
was necessary for fixing them in the pupil vocabu­
lary. She continued this procedure lndefinitely.
incident
The teacher of Grade V enjoyed the sharing
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periods of another #r*ade • In these periods the pupils 
shared with others the Interesting things they had 
learned In the study of various units. The teacher of 
Grade V saw this as a wise variation of class hours 
and planned to adopt It and present a program for the 
Patrons ' League * She ordered a hook of plays, chose 
one, assigned parts, guided the practices, and permit­
ted the pupils to present it before the patrons* She 
failed to see, however, that the sharing periods which 
she had observed were pupil-purposed integrating activ­
ities which were ougrowths of school life, while her 
program was teacher-purposed and unrelated to school 
life.
II* Organization of Instruetloa 
I. Setting; Up Alma
Incident;
he teacher of Grade III planned a unit, 
selected the aims from those listed In the Virginia 
Elementary Course of Study, and copied them without 
restatement*
Incident bs
The teacher of Grad© I planned a unit with 
one activity to realize each aim, but with no expres­




The teacher of Grade V set up the aim of 
Increasing the types of activities carried on In 
the class room. She did not understand the Inter­
pretation of the word , limited It to hand work, 
and permitted each child to do any type of manual 
work he chose, without relating it either to sub­
ject matter learning nor to class purpose®, The on­
ly criterion evident was that each child should 
be busy.
Incident §;
The teacher of Grade I discussed the com­
parative values of writing and printing on the 
blackboard for first grade pupils. The decision of 
the ppoblem was left to her,to be based on her own 
belief in the chosen procedure as best for the pupil.
She wrote to several state teachers colleges, and 
followed the practice of the one which she had attended.
incident a:
The teacher of Grade V set up the aim of 
pupil freedom. She permitted -he boys and the girls 
to plan competitive programs, the losers to entertain 
the winners with & party. She graded each program 
but failed to guide them. She gave no suggestions
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for •electing materials nor for presenting them 
and both select ion and presentation %**© far below 
the grade level*
2* Planning Activities 
Incident a:
The teacher of Grade I p&Anned and printed 
stories for reading* When she was ready to use 
books, eh© discovered that out of the first twenty 
two basal word® of the primer vocabulary, she had 
used only three in her pre-primer preparatory 
vocabulary-building storle®*
Incident hi
The teacher of Grade II planned for the 
children to build a dairy from a large box* This 
was the first large construction activity that she 
had planned and she did not relate it to reading, 
nor language, nor to any other part of the school 
life, as far a® it was possible to observe * She 
let the construction end with the building and did 
not put it into a farm setting nor relate it to 
an understanding of the Interdependence of the 
farm and the city.
Incident cu
The teacher of Grades IV and V was asked 
why the pupils were making clay men* She replied
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that the fifth grade made Indians from clay because 
the fourth grade made them# She acknowledged* too, 
that the work period had no relation to the unit 
which she was attempting to carry on with the fifth 
grade•
Incident &:
The teacher of Grade VI permitted the pu­
pils to choose activities and to engage in them 
without planning them herself* and without giving 
an opportunity for pupil planning# t he did not 
provide necessary materials for carrying on the 
activities and was at a loss to know what to do 
when pupils could not continue their work* An 
example of the lack of planning was shown when she 
provided ten hooks for forty eight pupils to use 
In a library reading period*
5• Evaluating Pupil. Growth 
Incident
The teacher evaluated the work of slow 
pupils by the standards set up for fast workers 
and was dissatisfied and unhappy#
Incident hi
The teacher used the identical reading 
check used by another teacher* These questions 
were highly desirable checks for the grade for 
which they were prepared, but they did not fit her
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pupils* reading Ability And they lost Interest In 
reading*
incident a*
The teacher of Grade V found on© of her 
pupil© unable to read on the grade level of the 
class* She gave bin easier reading material which 
he read satisfactorily but failed hi® on the month4 a 
work although he had carried out her assignments 
satisfactorily*
in. Tssâ e-faell ft«n>tionat»ipa
*• flamum ssa seeii ia  j&s. aaiiwat sl is u ia
Ino ident a *
The teacher of Grade III recognised the 
need of remedial work In oral reading, but approach­
ed It negatively, saying, *lou did not read well% 
*Tm did not know your words** She also helped the 
child before he had an opportunity to try the word 
for himself, and permitted other children to tell 
the word over which he hesitated before he could 
think it out* There was no apparent effort, to 
lead the group Into forming any habits of attack 
on words which wore not instantaneously recognised*
Incident Xu
The teacher of grade II drilled on phonies 
with no apparent use of other methods of word attack* 
She permitted divisions of words, as r-a-bb-l-t,
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which w uld shorten the eye span* and mad® no effort 
to see that the child mad a m y  connection between 
the word and Its meantas* “he required the pupil 
to stop and sound any word over which he hesitated 
In oral reading, but failed to require him to ap­
ply it In the silent reading preparatory to the oral 
reading*
Incident $f
The teacher of Grad® I drilled on phonies 
In drill period, but* apparently, mad® no a; plica­
tion of it at any other time*
Incident d:
The teacher required the purchase of 
writing books, btit made no use of them* She said 
that she taught writing in dally usage and did not 
drill on It.
Incident &s
The teacher of a one-teacher school 
required the pupils to us® arithmetic work-books*
In her effort to improve the scores, she drilled 
on the exact examples in the drill book, and then 
permitted the children to take the drill*
2* OulflUiK the Pupil Toward Emotional adjustment 
Incident
The teacher said that there «aa a boy In
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her ©lass whom she wag unable to interest in any* 
thing. She ®ad® «© analysis of causes and offered 
no. suggestions of way# in which she planned to 
attach the problem*
Inc ident bt
The teacher of Grad® III permitted 
Richard to interrupt a conference between the 
supervisor and herself five times within about 
twenty minutes. She recognised and stated that 
he was a problem in M s  desire for attention 
and that it was brought about by home conditions* 
but she made no apparent effort to us© school 
Ideals to help him. She asked hi® not to inter­
rupt * but encouraged the interrupt ion by answer­
ing his questions $ ■ looking at his work and 
commenting m  it.
IasIdeat Oi
Th© teacher of Grade III recognised a 
specific problem of two children who were over­
stimulated by attention at home, but called on each 
of the® six times during a group sharing period, 
while no other child was called on more than once, 
and come not at all. She also refused to permit 
one child to report because bis report was not 
connected with tho theme under discussion* but
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eh© permitted one of these pupils to waste about 
five minutes, telling of his peculiar physio 1 sen­
sations while standing in line at the moving pic­
ture theater the previous night. *his report had 
less connection with the t^eme under discussion 
than the one which she had refuded.
3* Guiding the Ohlid Into Desirable Ways of Sharing 
Incident as
The teacher of Grade I recognized the 
value of pupil sharing and permitted the pupils 
to bring books from home for the reading table.
She made no provision for a check on these books 
and many were lost.
Incident h:
The teacher of Grade II wished to encour­
age the stronger child to help the weaker child.
She selected child helpers for reading and noticed 
thz?i one used excellent techniques In helping others 
to attack new words. She did not tell this child 
why she was a good helper, nor did she show the 
other helpers the techniques which were necessary 
if their help was to be satisfactory.
Incident a:
The teacher of Grade VI discouraged borrow-
ing materials and urged the pupils to return what 
they borrowed. She m de no check to see that her 
Instructions were carried out.
Guiding the Pupil Into Recognition of and Consider- 
atIon for the Rights of Others 
Incident s.;
The teacher asked the pupils not to spe«k 
without permission. &hen they raised their hands 
for permission, she permitted two pupils to ask 
questions and ignored the rest of the hands.
Incident ft:
The teacher asked the pupils not to in­
terrupt her conference with the supervisor* She 
assigned pages for study- Mfor uses of have, had 
and has**. She gave no instructions for th© use of 
the material nor for activities to follow the assign­
ment. The pupils became nofe&y, and she lectured 
them on their behavior, but gave no suggestions wither 
regard to specific, organized work habits or to 
ideals of cooperative living.
Incident jgs
The teacher permitted any pupil to in­
terrupt her conferences, on the condition thrt he 
said "Bxouee me.H In several instances the pupil was
obviously seeking adult attention when he inter­
rupted conversations*
Incident ds
the teacher insisted that the pupils 
should consider the rights of others* but was 
often Inconsiderate of the pupils* She interrupt­
ed children who were presenting oral reports* she 
made criticisms in a sarcastic tone, and borrowed 
their textbooks instead of providing her own desk 
copies*
IV* Professional Relationships
** Utilising the Possibilities of Professional 
Gtoue Hastings 
Incident as
The teacher expressed a desire to attend 
a group meeting in an adjoining county* but made 
no effort to attend*
Incident bs
Several teachers recognised the desirabil­
ity of taking part in informal group meetings* They 
asked questions in the meeting* but the questions 
were of little Interest to the group and showed 
little educational thought* Examples were* "Where 




the teacher attendfed the State Education 
Association conference, but was unable to give any 
helpful Ideas or Improved thought to those who 
did not attend*
2# Utilising Supervisory Help
Incident 4 :
The teacher of Grade V asked for help 
on a reading problem which obviously required 
intimate acquaintance and study of the child 
before even an opinion could be expressed*
The problem wasp*Kow si'xmlfi you diagnose the read­
ing difficulty of this child? He answers the 
question but it has no relation to the question 
in the book except that he used the word UsSi- 
house*1*
Incident Ils
The teacher asked questions which 
called for devices father than educational thought* 
Typical questions were;
*Whal kinds of seatwork can you suggest?
What games c m  I use to teach the multiplication 
facts?
What kind of reading chart can I make?
What activities do you suggest for this unit?*
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incident e*
The teacher asked tbs supervisor to give 
her suggestions for organising individualised Ma­
terials In such a way that the pupils night be­
soms Independent in using thee* Together they plan­
ned a tabbed magasin© file whloh the children 
night use* T he teas her filed the Materials In 
wages lues but did not persit the children to use 
the file*
%  ^ a a a g  sag. «*»* With
^ncident a?
The teacher offered to discuss progress­
ive Ideas with a teacher who had not had hor advan­
tages* later In the year she remarked that she 
tried to talk to her one d&y^but the teacher did 
not seen interested*
Incident b$
The teacher offered to lend her books 
for use in another grade* They were not suited 
either to the center of interest or to the age 
interests of the grade for which she offered the®.
Incident cs
A teacher asked a fellow-te&cfcer who 
had attended summer ssh ol if she would lend her
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the notebook which she had organised during the 
summer education class©®* She gave her the note­
book hut did not explain the term® and the organ­
ize t ion j so the teacher became ddeply discouraged* —
Inc ident d t
Teachers who had attended summer school 
discussed new Ideas which they had received but 
did not explain the meaning of the terms they used* 
On© teacher said, n I hear the other teachers talk­
ing about ’Jobs** Will you explain them to me?"
4* Utilizing Available jeans for Self-Help 
Incident &$
Hie teacher expressed a desire to 
enroll for a specific course In summer school*
When she decided not to attend summer school she 
explained that her friend had decided not to 
attend* so she would not go either*
Incident
The teachers of a certain school 
selected a library unit for their school*
Hie books selected were largely of the pleasure 
reading type, although the school needed books 
for informational reference reading* When the 




She tea©her recognized the value of the 
professional library hooks, asked to use them, hut 
left the selection of the hooks to others*
?. Community Relationships
I . Oontrtbutlnft £o t£e IntspratIon o£ j&£ School agd 
IM. Conyun.lty
Incident §i
The teacher recognized the need of Inte­
gration bf her school and her community. She Its- 
tendd to community criticisms of school policies 
and repeated them to the administrative officers, 
hut, apparently, took no steps to improve the 
relations herself*
Incident $•*
fhe teacher recognized that the parents 
did not understand how text hooks were used In 
unit work but she made no effort to guide the 
children into an understanding of the relation 




I. Organization for In fit met loo
1. Making a Schedule 
Incident
The teachers of — —  County were be­
ginning to apply progressive Ideas tn their daily 
teaching* They realized that they must move slowly 
or lose the cooperation of the patrons. They made 
a first step toward a scientific schedule by plac­
ing subjects of similar types next to each other 
on the schedule* This permitted overlapping pe­
riods when it seemed desirable, and the children 
began to realize the Interrelationships of sub­
ject matter fields*
Incident hi
The teacher studied sample schedules and 
adapted them to fit her situation* This resulted 
In a schedule which approximated the time allotment 
suggested in the state course of study.
Incident
The teacher of Grade V scheduled a library 
reading period for the last period of the day,
She found that patrons did not underst nd Its value 
and asked that children be excused early for shop­
ping. She changed the schedule and placed Spell­
ing last and the trouble ceased.
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Incident
The teacher of grade III wished to schedule 
a work peridd for the last hour of the day* An after­
noon recess made the period too short to include a 
preliminary planning period. She asked if It were 
possible to change the hour of recessf but such a 
change conflicted with other schedules; so she with­
drew her request* She studied her own shhedule for 
possible changes and scheduled a language and plan­
ning period preceding the recess. This gave oppor­
tunity for the pupils to have their materials ready 
and their plans made so that the work period could 
begin as soon as they returned from recess.
2. Grouping; Pupils tor Work 
Incident s*
The teacher of Grade I gave seat work 
of three levels of difficulty. This automatically 
grouped the children according to ability and accom­
plishment, as each child began with the easiest assign­
ment and worked as far as he could. She used this 
as a point for consideration in grouping pupils for 
reading.
Incident ]?:
The teacher of Grade I grouped her pupils 
according to the results of standard tests*
Incident es
The teacher of Grade IV analyzed arith­
metic processes, save self-made diagnostic tests 
and grouped the children for teaching and for re­
medial work according to the needs which these tests 
showed.
Incident d:
The teacher of Grade IV set up a file of 
practice materials based on reading difficulties 
which she recognized as present In her group. Each 
child worked individually or with a group, according 
to his own needs.
Incident es
The teacher of Grade VI planned to give 
a preliminary test before Introducing a new process 
of arithmetic. This was to be used for grouping 
children to avoid over-teaching.
Varying Claaa H ours 
Incident as
The teacher of Grade IV found that her 
pupils did not know the multiplication combinations. 
She attacked the problem by means of text book prac­
tice, games, three-minute drills for which each pu­
pil kept his own record of correct answers and com­
binations missed, and, individual work with pupils
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who needed extra help.
Incident fej
The teacher of Grade VI recognized oral 
language weaknesses, as the use of aln*t. done finished, 
and similar errors. She varied class hours by using 
text book materials, oral games, and individual drill 
cards which were accessible to the pupils for extra 
practice in spare time. She gave many objective 
tests and kept records of Individual needs as shown 
in the tests and in da'ly conversation. These were 
available to the individual pupil and formed the ba­
sis of Individual conferences.
Incident c;
The teacher of Grade VI recognized the 
problem of home work. Some pupils were unable to 
complete It satisfactorily, others received an un­
due amount of help on it. She reorganized the 
arithmetic class ho rs to provide for class v?ork, 
drill, introduction of new principles, supervised 
practice and individual help.
II. Organization of Instruction 
3-* Setting Up Alms 
Incident a:
The teacher of Grade II found that eight 
of her pupllo were not interested in reading and 
that they were unable to re d second grade books.
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She set up two s pec t Ho aims for this group* The 
first was that each oh lid should find joy iri read­
ing, regardless of the grade level of the material; 
the second was that each child should grow in read­
ing ability*
Incident |>*
The teacher of Grade IV worked with a 
pupil who had a serious speech defect. She analyzed 
the difficulty and selected the pronunciation of the 
letter jg, as the first aim. She discussed it with the 
pupil and It became the pupil’s aim.
Incident £*
The teacher of Grades IV and V analyzed 
the study habits of her pupils and found one weak­
ness was the Inability to use books In which to find 
Information. Her aim became the familiarizing of each 
pupil with all approaches to the use of books.
Incident
The teacher of Grades III and IV set up 
the aim of analyzlnf specific reading needs of pupils, 
and leading the pupils to analyze their own needs.
This analysis, in turn, led to specific alms In remedial 
work for both the teacher and the pupil, as,learning 




The teacher of Gradee IV and V, having 
set up the aim of pupil ability to nee hooka to 
find Information, planned many graded levels of 
practice exercises to familiarise them with books. 
Some activities which she planned wares finding 
titles of stories In the Table ©f Contents; using 
the Index to locate information m  specific topics} 
using the Table of Contents to decide whether or 
not the book contained material which would be 
helpful in investigating a specific problem; using 
individual assignment cards giving page* topic and 
paragraph 1® which specific information might be 
fdufed; using topic ©*rds on which the child listed 
the title of the book and the page on which he 
found information concerning the ople, and similar 
exercises prepared to give practice on the necessary 
skill and, at the same time, to contribute to pupil 
purposes.
incident &s
The teacher of Grade IV set up specific 
exercises which would guide the child In attacking 
her speech difficulty. For example, marking all words 
beginning with the letter marking all words ending 
with the letter b; reading sentences aloud and try-
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lag t o  sound a l l  w o r d s  beginning o r  ending with 
the letter and practicing words beginning o r  
ending with &•
Incident
the teacher set tip a file of practice ex­
ercises which would give practice on specific read­
ing difficulties*
3* Evaluating I*up11 Growth
Incident Si
The teacher of Grade X planned to evaluate 
the vocabulary growth of her pupils byi listing the 
basal word© needed; pimeographlng a weekly check 
on these werds$ checking with flesh cards; recording 
words missed; listing word© missed in the child*s 
notebook so that he might work on hi® specific needs*
Incident hi
Th© teacher of Grade II studied the spell­
ing difficulties of her pupil® and discovered that 
anfamiliarity with the alphabet was an important 
factor* She made an alphabet chart, gave practice 
exercises, and checked each pupil until he had 
mastered the alphabet*
Incident &s
The teacher of Grade III prepared a reading
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chart m  which ah® listed fifteen points of need, 
baaed upon analyst® of the pupil reading. Each pu*l
pll was led to select one point on which he needed 
to work. & line was drawn in the block opposite his 
name to show that he needed to Improve on that point. 
Practice exercises were available for use at spare 
moments, and, when three of these exercises had been 
completed, he drew a circle around the line, showing 
that he was definitely attacking hts problem. When 
he was ready, he demonstrated to the teacher and to 
the group that he had -am.stored his weakness* If his 
work was satisfactory, he filled in the block with 
a colored eraycg* and chose another point for attack.
Incident
The teacher of Grade VI prepared a Writing
iScale from samples of pup!lb'writ lag. Each child 
compared his writing with the scale and rated himself 
as to his position on the scale. Each month a new 
scale was prepared and improvement In s tandards was 
noted by the pupils and by the teacher. The teacher 
evaluated this activity in terms of increased pupil 
interest and activity, suitability of scale to group 
evaluation, and improved results in writing.
Incident es
The teacher of Grade VI filed a specimen
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composition from each pupil in her class. The 
child covered that specimen with a better one as soon 
as he was able to produce one*
III* Teacher-Pupil Relationships
** folding the Pupil in the Hay fry of Skills
Incident as
The teacher of Grade I prepared a picture 
dictionary for reference for seatwork. T$e child 
completed his seatwork, then took It to the dictionary 
which was posted on the wall, and checked to see If 
it was correct - He then laid It on the side of his 
desk until the teacher had opportunity to recheck it.
Incident b?
The teacher of Grade T. prepared a color 
chart for reference for seat work and for reading.
Qn one occasion the teacher referred a child to 
the chart when she could not read the word yellow*
The child tnn read the sentence correctly.
Incident
The teacher of Grade II analyzed the read­
ing needs of the pupils, discussed them with the 
group, and led each child to select one line in 
which he might grow, as,trying hard words, knowing 
what was read, and similar needs. Each child an­
nounced his aim and read to show his improvement.
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Incident d:
The teacher of Grade VI analyzed the 
written papers of the pupils and discovered two 
penmanship needs- the formation of the letters 
£ and x* before she dictated the next spelling 
lesson, she analyzed the correct formation of these 
letters with the children, and showed them the 
points In which they Bight have difficulty. She 
then held the® responsible for using the correct 
formation in the spelling words which they wrote*
2* ’Guiding the unll Toward motional Adjustment 
Incident
The teacher of Grade I faced the sit­
uation of a pupil who cried whenever suggestions 
were given for improving her reading. The teach­
er studied the ease and found that eh© was the 
youngest child, treated as a baby at home, and 
praised for everything that she did* The teach­
er then ignored the tears and waited until the child 
was ready to read, but held her firmly to the reading 
standards* soon as the child discovered that 
her tears were ineffective, she controlled them.
Incident &s
The teacher of Grade VI discovered that 
one of her pupils hated the study of history but
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liked geography* He had not secured a history 
textbook and she learned fro® an Investigation of 
his home situation that he was financially unable 
to hup It* but he was also unwilling to accept one 
as “charity"• She offered to lend hi® her textbook 
but he was not willing to use it. She finally led 
hi® into participation by suggesting activities 
which were historical, but based upon geography, 
as, dr wing historical ®apa, and tracing routes.
Incident 3 :
The teacher of Grade VI recognised the 
problem of the quiet child. She said that she 
was trying every possible approach in order to 
find his Interests. She had been unable to find 
any factor In his home environment nor In his 
history which seemed to explain his lack of In­
terest.
3* flwtdlBK thg. Pupil Into eelrafrle Bagg g£ Sharing
Incident as
fhe teacher of Grade I asked the older 
pupils of the school to save old crayons for her 
grade. She sorted them, put the® into boxes, and 
placed the® on a table* She required each child 
who borrowed a set to sign his Initials in a cer­
tain space on the blackboard, and to check off his 
name when he returned them.
IQ3-
Incident h,s
The teacher of Grade II permitted two 
children who read well to help the weaker readers.
She watched the helpers c re fully and noted that 
they need phonics - covering a part of the word and 
letting the other child see the familiar "family11, 
instead of pronouncing the word for him#
Incident jxi
The teacher of Grade II guided the children 
in giving tactful and constructive suggestions to 
each other. She asked leading questions as, "What 
did you like about his reading?11 and "What would 
help him to read better next time?"
Incident
The teacher of Grade V was assigned a 
class of fifty two pupils. In order to give in­
dividual help, she decided to divide the class and 
let the stronger pupils help the weaker pupils* ha 
order to make this help desirable she evolved this 
programs The teacher and the children set up reading 
standards for the room; the standards were printed 
and posted; a diagnostic chart was made bn which 
weaknesses and growths could be recorded; practice 
exercises w re made available with a chart on which 
their completion might be checked, and the teacher
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explained each step of the program to the entire 
group* The helpers were selected and groups were 
organised • The teacher worked with individuals or 
with groups as needs arose, while the helpers carried 
on the routine checking ^nd helped with specific 
difficulties under the direction of the teacher*
*• ggia.*Hg 2 M  Zasll Into Recognition g£ Mid Congtd- 
graOaP for the Right a of Others - 
Incident
The' teacher re mired the pupils to leave 
the floor and desks clean, to raise the seats, 
and to loser the shades each afternoon before they 
left the roost, in order that the Janitor*® work 
Bight be easier*
Incident b*
The teacher was given a new report blank 
for records for parents* She used the point* Re*
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the basis for a discussion of ways la which her pupils 
sight show consideration for others*
Incident jg:
The teacher of Grad© VI outlined ways by 
which she was trying to lead her pupils to grow in 
their relations with other rooms* They were the old-
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©si and most advanced group In the building so 
she encouraged them to become leaders In th© ear© 
of the toilets, and In room cleanliness* They set 
up standards and printed them for each room In 
th© building. Later In the year* at the request of 
the principal* they took the responsibility for 
checking the rooms and awarding a Cleanliness Banner. 
This activity led them Into a deeper realisation 
of the Interdependence of people and of the conse- 
quent necessity for conslderinr their rights.
Incident <|*
The teacher of Grade V was not satisfied 
with the behavior of her pupils at an auditorium 
program. She discussed with the® the lack of con­
sideration shown the speakers and the musicians 
and together they evolved specific points to be 
remembered at any public performance.
IV. Professional Relationships
Utilising the FoaslbllItlea of Professional Group 
Mootings 
Incident &£
The teacher of Grade VII said she was 
unable to talk in public, but she planned, outlined 
and mimeographed her contribution, and answered 
questions which the other teachers asked.
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Incident b*
Several teachers asked that grade meet­
ings be substituted for general meetings and that 
their grade problems might be informally discussed 
in these meetings* lacfa teacher set up her problems 
In advance of the meeting, and brought materials 
to share or to discuss with the other teachers*
Incident as
A teacher recognized and expressed the nedd 
of keeping the group discussions general, definite, 
and professional* She expressed her dissatisfaction 
with domination of the situation by individuals 
who described peculiar situations of little or no 
Interest to the group, and e 1 problems which could 
not be solved In a group discussion*
2* Utilizing; Supervisory Help 
Incident &s
The teacher asked for definite, written 
suggestions from the supervisor, saying that she 
was eye-minded and could not take oral suggestions 
easily*
Incident fc:
The teacher of Grade I asked the super­
visor to bring new pre-primers and primers, and
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check her pupils on word attack, basal vocabulary, 
reading habits, and attitudes toward reading*
Incident fii
The teacher of Grade IV asked for super­
visory assistance In planning a diagnostic and re­
medial program in reading* In conference, they plan­
ned for reading and diagnosis, pupil-teacher analysis 
of weaknesses, and methods of attack on those 
weaknesses, records of weaknesses and growths, and 
re-reading to show growth* This program was based 
upon individual rather thang^oup work, and the indi­
vidual diagnosis and the diagnostic sheet were to 
be explained to the child in the pupil-teacher con­
ferences*
Incident 4*
The teacher of Grades V, VI and VII 
kept a notebook in which she noted problems which 
she wished to discuss with the supervisor* T$is 
saved time and Insured an attack on the problems 
which she wished considered*
Incident
Teachers of — — —  County asked questions 
which showed their recognition of the problems 
which confronted them, and their desire for help
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In solving then* Typical questions wore:
*How can Phonlos bs tau$it 1 n suoh a way 
that It will carry over Into reading?
How can I teach children to study?
How can I locate the levels of reading 
and help th© class and the Individuals 
to grow?
Where can I find suggestions on analysis?”
3. stmm sag. Maas im  *'.xiw»-*pr>wr»
Incident as
The teacher pf Grad© II was dissatisfied 
with the spelling materials required for her grade.
She borrowed copied of new spelling textbooks for 
study. She said later, ”1 gave th© third grade 
texts to Miss . She needed help also.”
Incident Jh:
The teacher of Grad© IV secured a ©o mty 
map that was not available to the other teachers•
She asked the supervisor what other schools were 
studying, and offered to lend this map to a school 
that was beginning a unit on th© county.
incident &$
Th© teacher of Grad© I? had reserved the 
traveling library books for the month of January.
A new teacher ©am© into the system and the experienced 
teacher volunatarlly offered to let the new teacher 
use the books since her need was greater, bo lend her
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check quest loos by which she might evaluate the 
information gained by the pupils; and to give her 
other suggestions for the use of the books.
Incident d;
The teacher of Grade VII had attended 
summer school. While she was there she planned 
a unit on World ifearketlng* She heard that another 
teacher in a different county was planning to teach 
this unit, and she offered to lend her notebook 
with the plans, and to meet the teacher for a confer­
ence Iff she desired It.
4. Utilizing available leans for Self-Help 
Incident
The teacher of Grade I studied the list 
of professional library books which were available 
In her county, discussed the books with others, and 
decided that Teacher* s Guide to Child Development 
would help her most in her work.
incident Jt*
Three teachers of — • — —  School attended 
a book exhibit. They prepared lists of books which 
they felt would be desirable for their school. At 
that time, there was no money available for the books 
but their interest led the Junior League to donate
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the desired amount, and useful and suitable books 
were secured from the list.
Incident as
The teacher analysed her own growth and 
prepared a chart showing her movement for five 
years.
Incident £s
the teacher analyzed her own weaknesses,and 
selected teacher domination and teacher participation 
as the two biggest problems. Her Initial attack was 
by planning less class work and more Individual con­
ferences.
V. Community Relation ehlpg
l.iontrlbuting to Integration of ttj© School fifli 
the Home 
Incident su
A new report form was to b® introduced 
into the system. The teacher of Grade X¥ suggested 
that the first report to the parents should be 
held until after the first irons# meeting. She 
offered to explain it at that time and to answer 
any questions In regard to It.
Incident &s
The teacher of Grades V. VI and VII
Ill
discovered that the patrons were criticizing the 
school systea because they did not feel that the 
textbooks which they had purchased were being used. 
She asked each pupil to study each textbook and list 
the pages which he had used and the pages which he 
would use in the unit* This was added to the unit 
bibliography which each pupil kept In a notebook.
When the pupils understood the us© they were making 
of the textbooks, she heard no more complaints from 
the parents.
Incident g;
On the day that pupil report cards were
sent home, the teacher called on the parents of
failing pupils. She was then able to explain the
causes of the failures, and to show how the home




The teacher was dissatisfied with the 
attitude of the community toward the school. The 
league meetings were poorly attended and there were 
few opportunities for contacts with patrons who 
needed to understand the alms and noeds of the school. 
She led her sixth grade pupils to publish a school
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newspaper In which they wrote editorials and hews 
Items which told of the needs of the school * of 
contributions to the school equipment, and of the 
work that was going on In the classrooms.
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£U GREAflYENESS
X* Organization for Instruction 
1* 3u Schedule
Incident £»
The teacher of Grade VI organized a sched­
ule that provided opportunities for creative exprese- 
In many different fields* She planned the day*® work 
with the children and wrote the schedule on the M&ok- 
beard. lime was allotted for a child-planned, child- 
organized club meeting, for an auditorium music pe­
riod for which the pupils asked, and the physical ed­
ucation period was shifted to permit a competitive 
game between the boys of the fifth and sixth grades.
Incident fcs
the teacher of Grades I, II and III made 
a definite provision for a weekly period for Creative 
Activities* This was In addition to periods sched­
uled daily for dramatization and IVee play.
2* Grouping Pupils for work 
Incident
The teacher of Grade VI permitted each child 
to select the work which he wished to contribute to 
the unit. He worked alone, or with a group which had 
a common a m  and common interests.
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Incident hi
The teacher of Grade XV permitted the 
pupils to select a period In the day during which 
they might carry on any activity, they chose* work­
ing Individually or In groups according to their 
self-recognized needs.
3* Varying Class Hours 
Incident au
The teacher of Grade III provided class 
hour dramatizations, interpretative music, design, 
and imaginative drawing.
Incident
The teacher of Grades I, XX and HI had been 
working with her pupils on an Indian Unit. The child­
ren invited the supervisor to attend one of their 
council meetings. The teacher taught a reading 
class in the first grade while thr third grade held 
their council. They showed that there had been plan­
ning periods, Imaginative stories produced, and 
creative costuming, In addition to informational 
reading and or 1 reports on habits and customs of 
Indians.
Incident
The teacher of Grade VI permitted her pu-
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plls to lead her from her own plan for a unit on 
Westward Movement into a unit on the dramatiza­
tion of All Baba. This necessitated many varying 
types of clasp hours, as; re-reading the story 
dramatically; selecting the cast ; writing th© play; 
producing the necessary stage properties including 
costumes, vases and cardboard donkeys; practicing 
the play; evaluating the practices and planning im­
provements* and* finally, presenting the play 
before th© school audience*
XI* Organization of Instruction 
1* Settlor up Aims 
Incident
The teacher of Grad© ill wished to develop 
th© creative spirit in her pupils. ?/hen they came 
into th© classroom before school in the morning, she 
refused to assign work to them even when they requested 
it. She said instead, 1 Why did you com© early?” 
nWhat do you want to work on?M "Perhaps if you sit 
and think awhile you may find something interesting 
to do.®
Incident
The teacher of grade VI expressed the
desire to provide opportunities for creative think­
ing In regard to social problems within the limit­
ed experiences of pupils of the sixth grade.
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Incident c:
The teacher of Grade V expressed her 
aim of providing opportunities for all types of cre­
ative work.
Incident $1
The teacher of Grade III aet up the aim 
of provision for creative art work In each unit 
which she planned.
2. Planning Activities 
Incident §s
The teacher of Grades IV, V? VXt and VII 
planned a unit on The Westward Movement * In the 
plan she listed fourteen activities which would 
permit creative thought and expression. They Included 
imaginary letters from pioneers; original poems, 
plays, and songs; imaginary diaries of pioneers; 
sand table consfcuction work; wood and soap carving; 
constructing pioneer tools and dyes; dramatic de­
scriptions; free hand cutting, friezes and other 
art opportunities.
Incident &s
The teacher of Grade V planned seven crea­
tive activities for a unit on The Middle Agee.
They were- composing Imaginary stories, original
poems, dramatizing scenes, writing a play, making
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individual notebook covers* designing original 
coats of arms, and making original Arithmetic* prob­
lems •
Incident g:
The teacher of Grade III provided a free pe­
riod and the pupils ore ted an original border in which 
they used a figure of an Eskimo child as th© motif*
Incident
The children of Grade III illustrated what 
they heard in music, as the teacher played Vlctrola 
selections•
incident
The teacher of Grade I played Victrola se­
lections with various rhythms, and the children in­
terpreted the music in rhythmic movements.
Incident &
Th© teacher of Grade IV read a story to 
the pupils and they made original i lustrations for 
It.
Incident g;
The teacher of Grade III permitted the pu­
pils to make original drawings on the blackboard of
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Christmas in Other lands. These were drawn from 
stories they had read and not from Illustrations 
of Christmas customs*
Incident fct
The teacher of Grade 111 gave an oppor­
tunity for child sharing. One girl recited a poem 
which she had memorised during th© work period. The 
teacher suggested that it would he splendid if some­
one would write poem* Several children Immediate­
ly volunteered to attempt the activity.
Incident
The teacher of Grade VI found that her 
group had no experience in planning work, working 
In groups, or in handling materials, particularly 
large sheets of paper and tempera paint* She pro­
vided many opportunities for these experiences 
and th© pui 11s voluntarily planned a dramatization, 
wrote th© play, and mad© th© costumes and scenery.
3 * Evaluating up 11 Growth 
Incident gi
The teacher of Grade V set up for her 
problem in extension work -Evaluating Creative Expres­
sion. She analyzed samples of work for growth in 
expression and growth in techniques.
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Incident
The teacher of Grade III evaluated 
Improved techniques !n creative drawing by clip­
ping small drawings to a larger frieze to show 
Improvements which the children thought might be made 
in the next piece of work, lor instance, the pu­
pils saw that the trees which they had drawn on an 
Indian frieze were very crude. They practiced on 
drawing trees until improvement was seen. These 
small drawings were clipped to the Indian frieze 
for guides to improvement.
Incident £*
The teacher of Grades IV, V, VI and VII 
made a **We Help** chart and listed as cm© heading 
to be checked, "By Bringing Mew Ideas11»
Incident
The teacher of Grade V made &nWe Help" 
chart on which she listed any creative work done 
by any pupil In the room.
Incident e:
The teacher of Grade IV planned to list 
each Instance of creative activity which she saw. 
This list was to include creative thinking, crea­
tive organization of ideas, and creative manipula­
tion of materials, as well as artistic, dramatic,
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poetic and rhythmic activities*
III. toaaher-Pwll Relationship*
1. Quid lag the PbpII In the Skater? of Sttllla 
Incident &:
The teacher of Grade IV wished to find 
ways by which her pupils might express themselves 
creatively in arithmetic* They were Investigating 
life tn the colonial period; so She led the® Into 
arithmetic activities frm the questions they asked, 
as, "What was the cost of a woman*s dress la colo­
nial days?" and w Bow much did it cost to send a 
letter to Englandt^Bow long did it take?* Be­
fore Thanksgiving, the children planned a menu for 
a c olonial Thanksgiving dinner, and compared It 
with a modem Thanksgiving dinner* They investi­
gated prices of foods then and now, and worked 
out the approximate cost of each dinner*
Incident §:
The teacher of Grades I, II, III and IV 
became interested in Improving the art skills of 
th© pupils in her grade* She substituted children’s 
drawings for illustrations cut from magazines, 
and guided them In expressing their ideas in sim­
ple masses with the center of interest emphasized 
through the size of the object or figure, the
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us© of bright colors* and th© subordination or elim­
ination of details* She also led them to make map 
drawings as artistic compositions, which were unified 
and mads coherent by borders*
Incident £:
The teacher of Qrade VI evolved a tech­
nique for stimulating child initiative and child 
thinking* When it seemed at all feasible*she answer­
ed a question with another question which challenged 
the child to attack his problem* as *What do you think?” 
or **Iironder how we could find out?*
2* Guiding the ffunll Toward Emotional Adjustment 
Incident
The teacher of 0rade V discovered a nest 
of baby mice In her desk . She was sure that they 
had been placed there by a pupil whose school atti­
tudes were not always satisfactory and that he hoped 
to disturb her and create a disturbance among the 
other pupils* She hid her own distaste of the mice* 
admired their softness and smallness* showed them to 
the class* and thanked the anongrmou© donor* She then 
suggested that they would probably be better off in 
the basement^ a pupil offered to take them down* and 
the potentially unpleasant situation was avoided* The 
pupil who placed them in her desk admired th© way 
she handled th© situation and gave less trouble for
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th© remainder of the term* 
incident
The teacher of Grade VI studied a pupil 
who had a very strong will and a had temper* She 
discussed the situation with the pupil who acknow­
ledged her weaknesses and used them as excuses for 
her behavior* The teacher tried to show her ways 
in which they might become assets rather than lia­
bilities* It was noted that she turned her attention 
toward leading the other pupils to follow her l«i 
keeping the classroom clean, and that she became 
very Indignant with pupils who misbehaved In school*
Incident
Th© teacher of Grade XV recognized the 
strong individualistic trend of one of her pupils*
He was very artistic and excelled In drawing ships, 
but he was unwilling to work unless he could work 
alone* She led him to become advisor to a group 
of pupils who were making a ship frieze, and he 
gradually overcame his objection to group work.
3 * Guiding the Pupil Into Desirable Wavs of Sharing 
Incident a;
The teacher of Grade IV discovered that 
a group of her pupils had planned and printed a news-
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paper* they wished to continue it* but needed 
help from other pupils. She gave them an opportu­
nity to plan with her and with the other pupils 
in order that they might share their newspaper* and 
in turn* receive the paper and the news items which 
th«y needed, if the newpaper were to continue.
Incident fri
The teacher- of Grade IX was planning 
with her pupils for activities they wished to 
carry on in studying about their community. They 
suggested that they would life® to make butter.
She borrowed a churn from a near-by home and 
showed them how to make the butter. After It had 
been made* they bought crackers and invited the 
third grade to come in and share their refreshments 
and hear about their experiences in providing them.
Incident
The teacher of Grade V observed that 
a group of girls had planned a patchwork picture 
of a Babylonian scene but they were using sprigged 
calico for the Babylonian clothing. She led the 
discussion Into the question of the kinds of cloth 
which Babylonians might have used. The class de­
cided that neither the colors nor the prints were
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historically accurate, but no one offered %o 
bring any substitute. The teacher continued the 
discussion by asking If any of the girls in the 
class were wearing dresses of the colors which the 
Babylonians might have used* After the class had 
found the colors, several girls offered to bring 
materials which could be used in the patchwork scene*
Incident d;
The teacher of Grade VII led her pupils 
to become interested in preparing se&twork for the 
first grade. They planned new and interesting ma­
terials which might be used and discussed their plans 
with the teacher of Grade I* After she had approved 
their plans, they prepared the materials, placed them 
in envelopes, and presented them to the first grade 
teacher.
Quldlnft the ffuoll Into Recognition o£ and Consider*
atlon £2£ &S. 5isfelfi. Si 2SM££
Incident &i
The sixth grad© of ~~— —  School won 
the attendance prize offered by the Patrons* League. 
The teacher and pupils discussed what should be 
done with the prize which was one dollar. The 
teacher discouraged the usual party, but left the
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decision to the group* Without a suggestion 
from the teacher, they decided that a membership 
in the city library would give each person the 
greatest opportunity for enjoying the prize*
Incident &s
The teacher of Grade III led the pupils 
into a creative dramatization in which the school 
furniture came to Ilf© and told of ways in which 
boys and girls might make life more pleasant in 
the class room*
Incident &s
The teacher of Grades V and VI permitted 
the pupils to have a Challenge Day* They challenged 
each other to describe ways in which children had 
respected the rights and property of others*
IV. Professional Relationships
1. Utilizing the Possibilities of Professional Group 
Meetings ■
Incident g;
The teachers of —  County attended
a group meeting at which a demonstration of Huslc 
Appreciation was presented by a music specialist* 
Each teacher shared with her pupils some of the 
ideas vhich she received, and several teachers
made creative adaptations of the ideas and carried 
them into art, language and eurythmics*
Incident fcs
The teacher of Grade V attended a group 
meeting at which another teacher demonstrated and 
explained several types of charts. The teacher 
listened and took notes* She adapted the ideas 
to fit her own situation and carried them from 
subject matter evaluation Into evaluation of character 
traits*
Incident
The teacher of Grades III and IV attended 
a group meeting at which many suggestions were given 
for various types of work* As she left, she said,”I 




The teacher of Grade I asked if she might 
leave a notebook on her desk in which the supervisor 
could write suggestions and notes* The supervisor 
was glad to receive the suggestion, as ih© teachers 
had objected to written comments as reminding them 
them too much of training school criticisms* The
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teacher passed her Idea on to other teachers 
and tt grew into a desirable activity. >ften 
th® teachers carried plans as far as they were 
able to eee them and left them In the notebook 
for further suggestions from the supervisor.
This provided an opportunity for suggesting cre­
ative activities which were new to the teachers.
Incident hi
The teacher asked the supervisor for 
suggestions in regard to creative work in art.
In conference* they planned a unit on interior deco­
ration which would afford opportunities for Individ­
ual expression of ideas in the selection and the 
arrangement of furniture.
Incident &:
The teacher of Grade V asked for suggestions 
for evaluating creative expression. In conference* 
the teacher and supervisor were able to suggest 
creative activities to each other, and to plait for 
the evaluation of expression of Ideas in regard to 
both quantity and quality.
Incident 4 s
The teacher of Grade III asked for a con­
ference with the supervisor on creative work. This
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gave the supervisor an opportunity to clarify 
1fa© viewpoint of th© teacher ana to explain the 
p syohologlcal and the sociological viewpoints 
In regard to creative activities*
5* MUitEiJfrl fiM iasaa H$ja fello«-*orfc8ra
Incident gs
the teacher of Grade II used th© Raleigh 
Surriculum Bulletin and suggested that her county 
eight produce a similar contribution to education*
Incident
The teacher of Grade IV carried Christ­
mas decorations which a pupil had prepared, and 
shared th* m with other teacher© of an extension 
group* The Ideas were new and th© other teachers 
were delighted to have them* On© teacher remarked, 
**I shall go back and take down the commercial deco­
rations fro® my tree, for the children can make 
these, and it will teach them to make decorations 
instead of buying them***
Incident &s
The teacher of Grade VI borrowed a copy 
of OrestIve Expression from the professional li­
brary* Ehen it was needed for another teacher.
It was discovered that the sixth grade teacher had
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shared It with four other teachers, and, through 
her Influeno©, they had b com© Interested in the 
creative aspect of the child's life*
4. ssntaum laaUsiWg, iasaa. £sz S s M - m b
Incident &s
The teacher of Grad© VI felt the need 
of help in guiding her pupils in creative activ­
ities. She studied th® list of professional hooks 
which were available, and selected those which 
eeefflsd to promise help in creative lines*
I no 1 dent
Hi© teacher of Grade V realised her weak­
ness in Music and enrolled for a course in Plane*
Incident &s
Bine teachers of — —  County enrolled 
In an extension course in which they could work 
on problems in creative leadership*
Incident
The teacher of Grade VII selected the 
problem of ’ valuation of Heading for special 
study* After she had worked on it for two weeks 
she said that she found that there were s® many 
creative possibilities in preparing practice materi­
als, in presenting work, and in guiding pupil read-
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lag la Its many ph ases, as there would have 
been la Art or la Music •
V*Community Relationships
1. Contributing the Integration o£ £he School
and the Community 
Incident as
The teacher of Grades IV, V, VI, and VII 
encouraged and guided parent contributions to cre­
ative activities* A parent sent In a crayon sketch 
2M  £1B B &  Ylfttorr as a contribution to the 
class history frieze# This was accepted as parent 
and not pupil work, but It was welcomed as showing 
interest and cooperation, and given a place in the 
frieze*
Incident b:
The teacher of Grade III organized the 
visual features of the classroom so that any visi­
tor could tell at a glance what activities were 
being carried on in the room.
Incident g;
The teacher of Grade II welcomed and 
utilized contributions from home. One pupil brought 
a Compton's Encyclopedia,which was too difficult 
for the pupils to read* The teacher showed pictures
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from various volumes, and read parts of the printed 
materials to the class, explaining the Ideas In her 
own words If they seemed too difficult for the pupils 
to understand•
Incident di
The teacher of Grade VI encouraged creative 
expression from her pupils* One pupil made a crea­
tive drawing which was a distinct contribution to 
group purposes* The teacher analyzed th e benefits 
which had come to the child through this creative 




I. Organization for Instruction 
1* Asking a Schedule 
Incident as
The teacher of Grades I,II and III 
planned a schedule which provided for activities 
in Social Studies, Arithmetic, Language-Arts, 
Healthful Living, Free Play and Directed Play.
She explained parenthetically that she made 
provision through these for remedial work, guidance 
for the superior group, and for the development of 
social and civic attitudes for th© entire group.
Incident b;
The teacher of Grade ill planned a 
new type schedule in four blocks- Planning Period, 
Drill Period, Work Period and Sharing Period. She 
felt that these would provide for individual and 
social activities, for drill on necessary skills 
and abilities, for creative expression, and lead 
through functional integration of subject matter 
to integration within the child.
2. Grouping the Pupils for Work 
Incident a:
The teacher of Grade III organized two 
groups for work-type reading because of the defl-
nite variations in ability. She worked individual­
ly with pupils from both groups and brought them to­
gether for audience reading, having satisfied herself 
that the slower pupil had mastered some story or 
poem to the degree that he could feel at least a 
measure of satisfaction in reading it to the group*
The grouping was evident to the teacher, but was 
usually ignored by the pupil as he was reading on 
the level of ability at which he-was able to read 
and moving upward as rapidly as he was able to pro­
gress.
Incident b:
The teacher of Grade V organized no per­
manent groups nor did she discuss grouping with the 
pupils* In individual conferences she led the pupil 
to discover his needs and attack them. Sometimes 
he was guided into group work; at other times he work­
ed alone, the choice depending upon what seemed 
wisest and most economical for th© individual child 
in that particular situation.
Incident os
The teacher of Grade VII organized no 
groups for work period, but permitted th© pupils 
to choose their activities and organize their 
groups. The basis for choice and organization was
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pupil ooti8ld@r8.tlon of the best interests of each 
Individual, and the relation of those interests 
to group purposes* The teacher led the pupils into 
choosing a variety of activities In order that they 
right develop many Interests and abilities. She led 
them to organise working groups which would contrib­
ute to group purposes, rather than to choose workers 
because of personal friendships*
Incident d:
The teacher of Grade VI encouraged the 
pupils to organize permanent groups and to set up 
objectives which could be reached only through 
cooperative effort over a long period of time. Two 
examples were; the organization of a Citizenship 
Club, and the publication of a class newspaper, 
both of which re mired th© cooperation of each pupil 
for the entire term.
3* Varying Class Hours 
Incident a:
The teacher of Grade IV organized the 
following types of class hoursi audience reading, 
work-type silent reading, Inform ttonal reading for 
contributions to the unit, pleasure reading, free 
library reading, arithmetic drill, construction, 
art, folk dancing, music appreciation, oral re-
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ports on Individual Investigations, plans for
Interviews, drill, planning periods, sharing 
periods and many individual conferences*
Incident bs
The teacher organised her activities 
to provide a balanced program in reading and 
study, drill, appreciation, art and construction, 
experimentation and social relationships. Ihls 
required a variety of class hours selected accord­
ing to individual or group purposes.
II* Organization of Instruction
1. Setting Op Alms 
Incident as
The teacher of Grade I expressed her 
aim in terms of child growth in concentration 
and in adjustment to his social situation.
Incident bs
The teacher of Grade III recognized 
that her own Inner harmony was essential to 
pupil integration, and expressed her desire for 
a fuller integration of her own selfhood.
Incident cs
The teacher of Grade IV made notes
13 6
on til© needs of Individual pupils and used them 
as th© basis for Individual conferences. These 
needs included both subject matter and personality 
needs. For example, a boy in the class preferred 
to work alonê  but would work with other boys if urged. 
He refused to cooperate in any group wortr that in­
cluded girls* The teacher set up the aim of lead­
ing him into many types of cooperative work with 
both boys and girls. She discussed it with him 
in individual conferences and led him to understand 
his nedd and to set up the solution of the prob­
lem as hie own aim.
Incident ds
The teacher of Grade XV felt that her 
group of pupils needed to understand subject matter 
integration. Through this she hoped to lead them 
to set up the aim of self Integration. She based 
her planning upon these two aims.
Incident ej
The teacher of Grade VII selected Individuals 
for study. She discovered several individualists 
and set up the aim of leading the individualist to 
see his relation to the whole.
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Incident ti
Th© teacher of Grade VI encouraged the 
discussion of current social and political problems 
in her classroom. She said that she wished th© pu­
pils to begin to understand the interdependence of 
peoples and their own relationship to society.
2. Planning Activities 
Incident a:
The teacher of Grade 11 planned an Inte­
grating activity for a unit on Jungle Life. She plan- 
that each pupil should b© responsible for the part 
that would further his growth, and that the activi­
ty should broaden the world concepts of the group. 
Preparation for the final sharing period Included 
memorizing poems about the world, drawing a map of 
the world and locating Jungles on it, locating th© 
sources of rubber a nd finding the processes by which 
it became overshoes, describing an imaginary trip from 
the school to the JungJ©, dramatizing Jungle scenes, 
drawing pictures of Jungle animals, and singing ani­
mal songs•
Incident b:
The teacher of Grade VII set up an activity 
chart which carried these headings; $aps, Graphs,
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Oral Report a, References, Book Reports, Picture 
Study, ilusie, Selected Activities, Extra $ork.
As the child contributed anything to th© unit, he sign­
ed his name under the pnper heading.
Incident c:
The teacher planned with the pupils for 
activities which were to be recorded as Creative, 
Reading and Study, Art and Constructional, Listening 
and Experimental.
Incident dx
The teacher of 0rad.es IV and V permitted 
the pupils to have a Challenge Ray on which they 
were to be challenged for instances of pupils who 
were living up to the Scout Rules. This was an out­
growth of aims set up by the pupils after hearing 
the scout rules discussed by some of the boys.
Incident ex
The teacher of Grade V carried on many 
types of actlvites with her pupils and permitted 
them much freedom to choose and carry on their own.
She saw the need of more emphasis on drill activities 
and planned practice exercises and a **$© Grow* chart 
for checking the growth. The individual pupil was 
responsible for selecting and correcting his own
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weaknesses, but the teacher was available for con­
ferences if he needed guidance.
J. Evaluating Pupil growth
Incident a;
The teacher planned a Case Study sheet 
on which she sight keep a cumulative record of 
information which would assist her in understand­
ing the child and in evaluating his growth. The 
records were to cover his community, home and school 
envlroncant, his Interests, his personality and 
his growth.
Incident b;
The teachers of —  School evaluated 
pupil growth according to the quantity and quality 
of individual movement toward desired goals in­
stead of conformity to an arbitrary standard.
Incident c:
The primary teachers of — —  County 
were given a new pupil report form on which they 
were to evaluate child growth In individual and 
social behavior, as well as growth In skills and 
abilities. A fifth grade teacher expressed a de­
sire to use the same form,saying that it evaluated
the Important things that education was doing to
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the child* and helped the parent and the child 
to see that subject matter was but a small part of 
the educational whole.
Incident d:
Th® teacher of Grades V, VT and VIZ 
made a written analysis of each pupil as to strengths* 
weaknesses, probable causes of weaknesses, remedial 
work, and growth. This analysis concerned subject 
matter, but the emphasis was upon individual and 
social behavior, and she evaluated her work in 
terms of the child* s total growth.
Incident ©s
The teacher of Grades III and IV mad© an 
evaluation chart on which th© children checked 
their social contributions as well as their material 
contributions. Sample headings were; Yte Help By; 
listening when others talk, sharing reports, sharing 
Ideas, working quietly, and similar goals.
Incident fi
The teacher of Grade II evaluated the 
changed practices which she was introducing by say­
ing, " I am beginning to see the effect of the new 
curriculum In the lives of the children."
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Incident gs
The teacher of Grad© ¥11 evaluated her 
educational program toy her observation of improved 
pupil attitudes toward the school* toward school 
activities* and toward each other*
Incident hs
the teacher of Grade VII evaluated the 
progress of her pupils toward the goal of inte­
grated thinking in subject matter fields by her 
observation and analysis of spontaneous remarks by 
the pupils* as,”I had never seen before that we 
were having Geography and History and all of the 
subjects together”, and "Why* Mss S-— ---, every­
thin* is connected, isn't it?*1
1X1. lejaeher-F u p ll H jl^ tlo n s h lp a
gsO&lM imlI lii ja® aa&g£g s£ SEMia
Incident a:
The teacher of Grade II planned a unit 
on a grocery store. The children visited stores 
and studied the duties of th© storekeeper. They 
decided that one thing he must be able to do 
was to make change quickly and correctly* and that 
the customer must know whether or not he received 
th© correct amount of change. Through playing
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Btore In their classroom, they learned the 
one hundred arithmetic combinations in a real 
situation and recognized their importance In 
v community life.
Incident b:
the teacher of Grade III discovered 
that one pupil was unable to read the supplementary 
books and was not enjoying his unit work. She 
discussed the problem with him in Individual con­
ferences, provided easier books which contained 
Information on the unit, suggested practice materials 
which might help him, and led him to attack his 
own problem without losing his opportunities to 
contribute to the unit.
Incident c:
the teacher of Grade VI led th® pupils 
to see the necessity for correct speech through 
the organization of a Citizenship Club. The pupils 
were anxious to participate satisfactorily and 
they recognized that speech errors were undesirable. 
The teacher provided a file of practice exercises 
and the pupils voluntarily used them to form better 
speech habits.
Incident d:
The teacher of Grades V# VI and VII led
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her pupils to recognize th® necessity for good 
fora end content through planning with them for 
the produotlon of a weekly newspaper* Since it 
wae to go into th® homes, no work could be pub­
lished unless it oonformed to specific standards 
which were higher than any which the pupils had 
ewer reached before*
2. gaj&ag JM BiBll Toward Eaotlonal Aajuataaot
Incident a*
Th© teacher of drade V enrolled a pu­
pil who found it impossible to sit still, to con­
centrate, and to refrain from Interfering with 
the work of other pupils* She recognized the im­
possibility of restraining him by ordinary mean®, 
and punishment seemed to make him worse* She 
investigated his case history and found that he 
had an abnormal home life, and that h© had recent­
ly been subjected to a great *motional shock*
* She could do nothing to improve conditions at home 
but h~r understanding of the situation made it easier 
for her to kee* ©aim when he misbehaved* This at­
mosphere of calm understanding improved his con­
duct to th© point that he appeared to observer® to 
be a normal boy*
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Incident b;
The teacher of Grade VI enrolled a pupil 
who had been transferred from another school* This 
girl had an emotional block and refused to answer 
any questions in the classroom. The teacher studied 
the situation and found that the girl talked freely 
to th© pupils on the school grounds* she had no 
apparent speech difficulty, her written responses were 
fair, and her grades from her previous teacher were 
above average* She talked to the child alone but 
oould ^t no response* She finally tried to connect 
th© old and the new situations for the child by ask­
ing questions about her former teacher and supervisor 
who were acquaintances of the teacher* She asked 
questions about the work which could b© answered by 
wTesM or "No11 * She found that the girl had don© clay 
modeling and asked if she would help the other pupils 
of this school with it, as they had not tried it. She 
suggested to th© pupils that M*— —  could show them 
how to model in clay if they would bring someday*
This activity brought th© girl into relation with
the school situation and she became happy. She adjust-
■
ed herself to the work and became a satisfactory pupil.
incident &s
The teacher of Grade I discovered that 
one of the boys was cheating on spelling* She
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analyzed the situation to locate possible 
Ganges• She eliminated deafness* too difficult 
assignments and undue eohool pressure for high grades* 
She recognized that there might be hone pressure cm 
the boy because of hie marked inferiority to a younger 
brother, and that the school might have failed to 
teach hi® hoe to study spelling. She accepted the 
school responsibility and worked with the group on 
ways to attack spelling words, the boy overcame 
his difficulty and was able to sake passing marks 
without cheating, &nd the group showed improve­
ment also.
3* OuldlBft the -£»B-U Into i.glrable mm. Si Shartny.
Incident as
the teacher of Grade ¥IX discovered that 
a boy from the fourth grade was suffering with the 
tooth ache but he had no money to have the tooth 
filled or extracted. She gave her pupils the oppor­
tunity to aid hta fro® their class funds and they 
financed his trip to the dentist without being told 
the name of the pupil whoa they were helping.
Incident bs
The teacher of Grade III became deeply in­
terested in a school plan for an integrated lay Day
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based upon early Am®rlean history* Her pupils 
were asked to present an Indian dance, but she par- 
tie!pated In plans for the other grades and shared 
the total scheme with her pupils* They recognised 
the unity of th© plan and the responsibility of each 
person to make It a sucoess and brought pictures of 
Pocahontas and Captain John Smith which they thought 
might help the high school pupils In their plans 
for the program*
Incident _e*
The teacher of Grade IV found that the child­
ren* s sharing was limited to sharing bites of candy 
and borrowing pencils and paper. She planned a 
cooperative quilt as an activity for a Colonial unit 
and led them to share materials for a worthwhile 
purpose*
Incident ds
The teacher of Grades III and IV needed 
an accurate county map to use in improving the 
pupil concepts of size, distance, directions and lo­
cations within the county* She discussed the need 
with the pupils and M—  —  brought an official county 
map to school » but said, "My father says no one is 
to touch this map but me.* The teacher recognized
that the child needed to learn to share generously, 
as much as the group needed the Information from 
the map. She expressed appreciation for the con­
tribution, gave 18— —  an opportunity to show the 
map to the class, asked questions about It herself 
and permitted the pupils to ask questions# ®hd final­
ly asked, n Is it possible to get a copy of this map?* 
It was not possible, but the girl offered to copy 
It for the class .
Golding the Pup11 Into Recognition Of and Consid­
eration For the Rights of Others
Incident as
The teacher of Grade I allowed the 
children to talk to each other quietly, on the 
condition that they did not disturb each other.
Incident bs
The teacher of Grade VII handled many
problems by asking, wW 6uld you like for someone
to do that to you?1’
Incident Gi
The teacher of Grade II taught consider­
ation for others by practicing it with her pupils*
Incident JU
The teacher of Grade VI analyzed the
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outcomes of a club meeting and discussed the prob­
lems with the group* Seme of them were* mutual con­
sideration for each other* the responsibility of 
each member to the club* and the relation of the 
olub to school purposes.
Incident e*
The teacher of Grade VII related th© 
discussion of traffic laws to the old saying*" Your 
freedom ends where my nose begins Through the 
discussion the pupils began to recognize their per­
sonality responsibility to social requirements, and 
the complexity of modern life In its close human re­
lationships.
Incident fs
The teacher of Grades IV and V found that 
her pupils were discourteous to each other , and 
careless in the use of school property and of their 
own materials. A pupil brought a cheap Scout book 
to school on© day and asked the teacher to read It 
to the group. She doubted the value of the book 
but saw an opportunity for guiding their thinking 
Into desirable lines. She read the book to them 
and told of her own experiences as a Girl Scout.
Some of th© boys discussed ; cout rules and she wrote 
three on the blackboard- Be Courteous* Be Thrifty,
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Be Obedient. The children became enthusiastic 
and organised a club which had much Influence on 
their behavior*
XV* Professional Relationships
1*Utilizing the Possibilities of Professional Group 
BSeetlngs 
Incident as
The teachers of —— * County set up a list 
of problems which they wished discussed by an out-of- 
the- county leader at a county teachers*meeting*
These questions centered around the study of the 
Individual, child growth toward integration, and Im­
proved techniques of teaching which would facili­
tate that growth- Time did not permit the discussion 
of all of the problems, so the teachers Initiated 
a request for an extra meeting with the same leader* 
Each school selected a block of the problems, made 
a sentence outline of their ideas, and sent it to 
the leader that she might begin the discussion at 
the point from which the teachers could not pro­
ceed*
Incident b.i
A teacher asked the supervisor If she 
would meet a group of teachers for an informal 
dlscuseion of new terms and broadened concepts 
of education* From this came an extension of
ideas that seemed integrative * For example, a 
teacher remarked, w I had never thought of a 
haby's cry being communication until today. Jem- 
munloation had always meant the telephone, the 
radio, the mail service and travel•* 'w - » y
Incident j s
A teacher voluntarily attended and par­
ticipated in a group meeting in a neighboring county* 
She said that she wished to broaden her viewpoint 
and to establish professional relationships be­
tween the two counties since each had mush to give 
to the other.
Incident di
The teacher was asked whether or not she 
preferred an outside speaker for the county me©ting t 
She thought over the question and answered; "Yes, 
for we need to feel our integration with others in 
the educational world.® 
gt m zlng Superylsory Help 
Incident as
The teacher brought a disturbing ©motional 
problem to the supervisor for her consideration.
It was a problem of little importance, but it had 
affected the teacher*s relations with the super­
visor and had made her unhappy* After they had
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discussed the problem the teacher realized that 
It had been based upon a Joke which she had taken 
seriously* and, that even if it had been true, 
it was of no Importance to her personally or pro­
fessionally. She began to differentiate between fun­
damentals and points of minor Importance and showed 
much professional and personal growth in attitude, 
and In self-control.
Incident b*
The teacher asked for more and longer 
conferences in which she and the supervisor might 
discuss intonation of selfhood.
Incident es
The teacher of Grade VI asked the supervi­
sor to attend a meeting of a child-organized club.
She recognized and stated that the meeting would 
be chaotic, but she wished the supervisor to see 
her problem and to be able to understand and offer 
suggestions. She said that she wished to guide 
the children into improved behavior in leadership,
In becoming good followers, in accepting defeat,
In giving and accepting suggestions, and In recog­
nizing the rights of others.
Incident d*
The teacher asked for conferences In which
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she and the supervisor might discuss her own person­




The teachers of — —  County set up
growth as their year1?? program- They asked for
supervisory assistance in solving such problems ass
*How oan I study the Individual child?
What ©an I read that will help me to 
understand the child?
How oan I guide personality develop­
ment?
How can X help the child to see his 
world relationships?
How can I evaluate a child*e growth 
toward integration?'1
3« Sharing Materials and Ideas With Fe1low—Worhers 
Incident at
Two teachers offered to write articles 
for the Virginia School Journal- They said that 
they were humble as to their ability to give, but 
wished to share what they had learned*
Incident
The teacher asked for assistance In pre­
paring a simple unit outline for another teacher.
She had analyzed the situation and re lized that 
her own outline was too detailed for a beginning 




The teacher of Grade III planned a series 
of unite for her group. She set up aims which grew 
from subject matter aims into aims of character- 
building# She planned activities, organising and 
regrouping, consolidating and eliminating, as she 
saw larger possibilities. She planned for evaluation 
of the improved behavior of each individual and 
prepared a fora for keeping all pertinent data con­
cerning each child# When ©he had perfected her plans 
as far as she was able to do so before seeing them in 
relation to the children, she and the third grade 
entered into the experiences. As they worked together 
she discovered many weaknesses and many possibilities 
which she had overlooked In her preliminary planning 
and she revised her plans constantly until the end 
of the units. She then offered a copy to th© super­
visor for the help of other teachers, gave a copy 
to the curriculum revision committee, and sent a 
review of th© units to a professional magazine 
for publication and sharing In a larger field.
Incident g:
The teacher of Grade I had worked in the 
curriculum revision program and was very successful 
in using the unit method# The teacher of Grade II
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wished to organise her work into units but was 
uncertain about her plans. The first grade teacher 
offered to help her work out plans for a unit, and 
spent a holiday working on the unit problems of the 
second grade teacher.
4. &t3Lltzlug Available Means for Self-Help
Incident a:
Th© teacher of Grades III and XV expressed 
her Interest in psychology as a source of help in 
understanding individual personality needs. She 
attended summer school and read all the references 
which were psychological In nature, borrowed books 
on psychology from the professional library, and 
enrolled for a correspondence course in psychology*
Incident
The teacher chose for herself a balanced 
reading program from available professional books*
It Included techniques of teaching, psychology, 
creative guidance, and background Information.
Incident
The teachers of — --   County enrolled
for extension 'ork and were given th© choice of 
two courses. One was an advanced course which was 
interesting, but suited to the needs of principals 
and supervisors rather than to th<* needs of class­
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room teachers, the other was a practical course 
in which they might work on their own problems.
The teachers weighed the courses and chose the one 
in which they could work with teachers from other 
counties on classroom problems.
V. Community Relationships
1 • Contrlbut Ing to the Integration of the School and 
of the Community 
Incident a*
The teachers of — — ■—  School vitalized 
the teaching of health, with special attention to 
the care of the teeth* The patrons and community 
workers became interested and a dental clinic was 
the final outcome.
Incident hi
The teachers of — — —  School planned 
a unit that became so functional that the pupils 
were able to plan, secure funds, and make a skating 
rink.
Incident cj
The teacher of Grade III was timid and
found it very difficult to explain the work to
\
parents* She planned with the children for a 
Sharing Period for their mothers. In it,the child-
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ren analyzed the different types of activities 
which they demonstrated, and explained wh&t they 
learned from then*
Incident 4s
The teacher of Grade I saw her work in 
terms of child growth rather than grades and dis­
cussed It with the parents In that way. She 
was soon able to say that the parents were talk­
ing in terms of growth also*
Incident ®;
In the beginning of unit work in
  Gounty, the teacher of Grade VI planned
and presented a unit on Golonlal life before the 
county teachers and all interested patrons. In 
It the pupils demonstrated the Integration of sub­
ject matter fields and the learning outcomes*
This was one of the greatest Influences for the 
understanding of progressive Ideas In.education 
In that county.
Incident ft
The teacher of Grade III remarked that 
she had many opportunities to integrate the school 
and the community In her relations with people 
at Aid Society meetings*
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Incident g:
The teachers of —  School gave a series
of talks to the patrons at patrons* meetings# In 
these talks they explained the basic principles 
and aims of pro re salve education. They also held 
visiting hours in their classrooms after the meet­
ings and discussed individual problems with inter­
ested patrons.
Incident h_;
The elementary teachers of ----  School
recognised in a Visiting Bay an opportunity to further 
the integration of the school and community through 
a better understanding of the relation of the tra­
ditional school subjects to th© Integrated program 
of activities whie they were carrying on. lach 
teacher planned with her pupils for activities in 
each subject matter TMld which would contribute 
to the purposes which they had set up for the unit.
The teacher then made and posted a large unit plan 
which showed the problems the children had selected 
for investigation, the aims, the activities and their 
relation to the subject matter fields.
Incident I^
The teacher of Grade VI supplemented the 
pupil's report %£th a letter to the parent in which 
she analyzed the child*s growth. For example, she
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noted a child's concentration on a creative draw­
ing and explained to the parent how this growth 
might carry over into other work as the child had form­
ed the hafclt of leaving her work half finished*
APPENDIX- CHARTS
E* INTEGRATION !
1* M&klRR & Schedule ' ;
(1} Rec ognitlon. of .schedule ce&fcri^
hutions to Integration^
(2) Organization in terms of th© Childs 
(35 Relation of subject matter to s' 
ah lid growth.
(4) ProTlston for adjhstaent to child 
needs and child purpose#*--, -
(5) Provision for attack on IMivMu- 
ual and group problems-
.2- Grouping P trnlls to r # ©rk
(1) Provision- 'for natural ' rel&b: 
ships contributory- Ibluhiid 
12) 3?r©vl#i#h. for flexible pdrpj 
ful groupings. /
V3) Organization based upon con 
% 1 on to' educational purpo se 
14) Selection of group- fey' pupil 
an objective basts *
a* CEEk : XVi.Mc.BS
{1) Rec ogn it i on of heed and pf ©v is ion • 
for time for creative activities.
(2) Allotment of specific times for
creative expression-* 1 
13) Provision for activities re^ulrv 
Ing areatlveness- 
(4) Utilization of psychology in sugr 
gesting th© desirability ©f ; > 
creative expression- ;
\ 1)Hec ognltion of th©--;iu-f,lu©:nee 
human- relationships, upon the 
creative-'act.
{ ”2} Organisation based upon Ind 
ual no©##-Tot oooperative of: 
t m creattveness* -■:
13) freedom of choice fof th© pi
14) ;Bub©rdihatlon of th©' form of 
grouping to creative ©xppes
J. PROBLBi A-SOLV IMG
(1) Recognition of and attack op 
schedule problems.
(2$ Adjustment to solve instructional 
problems-. .
(3) Analysis of scientific sohedup##s 
and adaptation to needs- 
\4) Recognition of specific pupil 
needs and adaptation to meet 
the#.
■l 1 ) Rec ognltion of -'the, - specific: 
m s  of ..grouping* j;,;
V 2) Organization based upon the 
Izatlpn, of spec % fie _ aims * 
\ 5 ) OfganizatIon based ..upon ob-j 
findings of individual abll 
and accomplishment.:
14) Adjustment to meet1‘pupil n©
B • A»« * - £vEN Xl̂Gr
(T)^Hdoognltlon of the theoretieai _ disadvantagee of fixed schedules. 
V2) Adjustment to meet temporary heeds. 
V3) Elimination of the schedule
VI) ' Recogjpltlon ©f the-;value - of 
. . group work* '
12) Organisation fo r Immediate
13) Organization for form but n

Chart IX; ®mSBAULZATIQm EXPRESSING CHARACTERISTICS
OF LEVELS OF GRWHi
At th® level of PASSIVITY,
1. There Is no apparent knowledge of nor interest In 
progressive principles and practices*
(I-V inclusive*) *
2* The drive to action is the external force of 
authority*
( i-x-(x)»2-(30, (*). (5); 3- ta), {4).
II- 1- (5); 2- (3); 3- (2). (3).III- X- (2), (5){ 2- (2), (5)j 3---;4--- .
IV-1- (I); 2- (X); 3- (X), (2); 4- (X), (2).
V* x- (3)0
3* The focus of attack is upon abstract learning*
( I- X- (2), (3); 2- (4); 3- (X), (4), (5). (6).
II- X- (4). (6): 2- (3), (4), (5); 3- (3). (5). (6).
III- X- (3), (4), (5)5 2--- 53- (4); 4- (3), (4),
IV. X s2-0) - (4); 3-— ; 4- (X), (2), (3), (5)*
V. X--   )
4* There is no recognition of any relationship 
between learning and the learner.
( I,t- (2), (3). (4)f 2- (X), (2), (4), (5). (6)}
3- (X) , (3), (4), (5), (6) •
II. 1-3 inclusive.
Ill, l-(i-6 Inclusive);2- (3)j 3-4 inclusive*
IV. 1-4 inclusive*
V.l-------
5* For® is considered, but fundtlon is ignored.
( 1.1- (3)* C4): 2- (2-6 inclusive); 3- (1), (4), (5)
II. 1- (4), (5), (6); 2- (1), (3), (3); 3- (1), (3). 
(4), (6).
III. X- (X), (2), (3). (5), (6)5 2- (X), (3*. (2). (3) 
4- (X).
IV. X- (X), (2); 2- (3): 3-- 5 4- (X), (2), (5).
v. X- (3)
^Numbers within the parentheses refer to numbers on Chart I- 
Epeclflc Characteristics of Teacher Practices* the anal­
ysis of which was the basis of these general1satlone.
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6* Evaluation of th© educational proses© and of the 
educational produot is of the degree of conform­
ity to an arbitrary standard fixed by authority*
( I. 1- (3)* (4); 2- (2), (3), (4), (5); 3- (4).
II. 1* (2), (4)» (5); 2- (3), (4); 3- <S)# (3), (5).
III. l- (2), (3), (4)f (5); 2- (2): 3- (2), (4); M 4 ) .
IV. 1- (1); 2- (3), (4); 3---; 4 (1), (2), (3)*
V. 1- (3) * )
7* The situation is e&uoattonally static*
4I-V Inclusive.)
i*t t h ©  level of
1* There Is awareness of the existence of a forward 
movement in education, but a lack of understand­
ing of the philosophy ana principles basic to the 
movement*
( I- 1- (1), (43; 2- (1), (43; 3- (13, (43,(5$.
XI. 1- (1), (3), (4); 2- (13, (23, (43; 3- (2>, (43*
III. U). (3); 8- (1). (2); (13, (2), (3)s 3- (23,(4).
tv. l- U), (43; 2- (13, (23, (3); 3- (13, (23, (33;
4- U), (33- v. 1- (1), (2). 3
2. The drive to action is the desire for conformity
to progressive practices of others, based upon por- 
groerlve theory.
( I. 1- (13, (23. (3); 2- (1), (23, (33; 3- (1). (23.
IX. 1- (1), (2); 2- (1), (23, (3); 3- (l), (23, (33.
in. 1- (i), (23; 2- (l), (*); 3- U3, (3). 4- (13,
(3), (4).
IV. X- (13, (2); 2- (1), (4); 3- U3, (23, (33*
4- £1), (2).
V- 1- (13, (33.
31he focus of attack is upon external procedures*
( 1*1- 1-3 Inclusive?;
*1. 1-i (1-4 inclusive); 2- (1-4 inclusive);
3- (1-3 Inclusive)•
III. 1- (1), (2), (3); 2- (l), (4), (5); 3- (2), (3);
4- (1-5 Inclusive).
IV- I- (1), (a), (3); 2- (1), (25, (3), (4);
3- (1), (2). (3); 4- (1), (2), (4).
V. 1- (1), (2)t (3).
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4* There la awareness of the existence of a rela­tionship between learning and the learner * hot
no organization of that relationship.
C 1.1- (1), (4h 2- U),(4){ 3- (X), (4),(5).
IX. 1- (1), (4); 2- (1), (2), (4)j 3- (2), (4).
III. 1- (1), (3); 2- (1), (2){ 3- (1), (2),4- {1-5 lnoluelve).
IV. l-.(l), (2), (3); 2- (1), (2), (3),
3- (1), (2), (3)i 4- (1).
V. 1- (1), (2). )
5* Form and function are dissociated.
f-
( I. 1- (2), (3). (5)} 2- (3), (4)1 3- (1). (5).
II. X- (3). (4): 2- (2), (3),! 3- (3). (4).
III. 1- (2), (3),S 2- (3), (4): 3- (2), (3); 4- (4).
IV. X- (1 , (8) ,(4); 2- (2), (3), <4)j 3- (3);
4- (2).V. 1- (2). )
6. Evaluation of the educational process and of the 
educational product Is subjective opinion of their 
conformity to the processes and products of others, and of their immediate value.
( I. 1- (1), (3); 2- (2), (3)s 3- {2), (3).
II. 1- (2){ 2- (2), (3)j 3- (1). (4).
III. 1- (2h 2- (1), (2), (4); 3- (I), (2);
4- (1) (4).
IV. 1- (1), (2); 2- (1), (4){ 3- (1). (2), (3)}
V. 1- (3)t 3
?. The educational situation is chaotic in movement, and uncontrolled by fundamental principles of educa* 
tlon.
( 1.1- (2). <3h 2- (2). (3), (4): 3- <2). (5).
II. 1- (2), (4){ 2- (2), [3). (4), 3- (I), (2), (4).
III. 1- (1), (2), (3); 2- (3), (4), (5)l 3- (2), (3)}4- (2), (3), C4>. (S). , , , % , %IV. 1- (1-4 ineluai*©)} 2- (1), (2). (3)|
3- jlj. |2|, (3); 4- (2), (3), (4).
At the level of pMBISM-SOLVIHa,




2. The drive'to action is recognition of the existence 
of deviations from those practices scientifically 
established as educationally possible and desirable.
( I. 1- (1), (2), (3)., (4); 2- (s), (3), (4);
3- (1), (2),
II. 1- (1), (2); 2- (1), (2), (3), (4);
III. J: 111: (Hi 42’ (l); 3- (1), (2); 4- (1), (2).
IV, 1- (1), (2); 2- (1), (2), (3), (4); 3- (1);
4- (1), (2), (3);
V. 1- (2), (3). )
3* The focus of attack Is upon the solution of problems 
based upon Individual or group deviations from edu­
cational expectations.
( I. 1 - (1), (2), (3), (4); 2- (2), (3), (4);
3- (1), (2).
II. 1- (1), (2); 2- (1), (2), (3), (4);
3- (I), (2).
III. 1- (1), (3), (4)s 2- (1), (3); 3- (1), (2), (3);
4- Cl). (3).IV. I- (2); 2- (1), (3), (4)5 3- (I); 4- (1-4 In­
clusive. $.
V- 1- 11), (2), (3).
4. There Is scientific organization of specific, tangl 
ble relationships between learning and the learner.
( 1.1(4); 2- (1), (3), (4); 3- (1).
II.1 and 2 inclusive; 3- (1), (2).
III. 1- (2), (3), (4); 2- (1); 3- (2), (3), (4),
4- (1), (3).
IV. 1- (1), (2); 2- (1), (2), (3), (4);
3- (1), (2); 4- (1), (2).
V. 1- (2), (3). )
5* Function and form are coordinated.
( I. 1- (2), (3), (4)5 2- (1), (2), (3). (4);
3- (1).II. 1- (1), (3); 2- (1), (2), (3). (4). 3- (1), (2).
III. 1- (2), (3), (4); 2- (1); 3- (2), (3), (4);
4- (1), (3).IV. 1- (1), (2); 2- (1), (2), (3), (4);
3- (1). (2); 4- (1), (2).
V- 1- (2), (3).
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6. Evaluation of the educational process and of the 
educational product is the sci#»tifie, Impersonal, 
objective measurement of the amount and direction 
of Individual or group movement toward specific 
educational goals.
( 1.1- (2), (3): 2- (2), (3). (4); 3- (2).XX. 1- (1), (3), (4); 2- (1), (2), (3), (4);
3- (1*5 inclusive.).
III. 1- (1), (3), (4); 2- (1), (2), (35;
3- (2), (3); 4$ (2), (3).
IV. 1- (1), (2); 2- (1), (2), (3), (4);
3- (X), (2), (3b 4- (2), (3).
V. 1- (2), (3b )
7* The educational situation is mobile, but con­
trolled in line and direction of movement by 
scientific educational principles.
( X- V inclusive.)
At the level of CREAflVENESS,
1. There is belief in the existence of inherent possi­
bilities within each individual, with the under­
standing and application of basic principles and 
techniques of creative expression of those possibili 
itles.
( I. -V inclusive.)
2. The drive to action Is th© challenge of unex-
pressed creative possibilities.
1 x. 1- (1), (3), (4)} 2- (X), (2), (4)S3- (1). (2), (3)5.HI I- (X), (2), (3); 2- (X), (2), (3), (4);3- (X), (2), (5>-
III. X- (X), (3), (4)» 2- (1), (2), (3), (4);3- (X), (2), (3); 4- (X), (4).
IV. X- (X). (2), (3)5 2- (X), 3 • (4)53- (X), (2); 4- (X), (2), (3).
V. X- (X), (2), (3), (4).
§. Th© focus of attack Is upon tangible and Intan­
gible factors which might inhibit or contribute 
to creative expression.
0 I- X- (1). (2). (3), (4); 2- (2), (3), (4);
3- (2), (3). (4), (5).II- 1- (I), (2), (3)5 2- (2), (3), (4), (5)5
There is recognition and organization of those 
leaming-learner relationships which are inherent 
In the creative act*
I . X- (3); 2- (2). (3); 3- (2), (3). (4). (5).
II. 1- (1), (2), (3); 2- (8). (3), (4), (5);
3- (3). (4), (5).
III. X- (X), (2), (3). (4); 2- (X), (2), (3)j
3- (X), (2), (3)j 4- (X), (2), (3). (4).
IV. X- (2), (3)5 2- (2), (3), (4); >- (X), (2)j
4- (X), (2), (3).
V. X- (X). (2), (3), (4). )
For® is considered only as It contributes to 
function*
( I. X- (X), (2); 2- (2). (4); 3- (2).
II. X- (3)i 2- (2); 3- (l), (2), (3). (5)-
III. X- (2). (4); 2- (2); 3- (2)l 4- (2), (4).
IV. X- (2), (3); 2- (2), (3), (4); 3- (2);
4- (2), (3).
V. X- (X) (2), (3), (4).
Evaluation of the Educational process is the sub­
jective measurement of Its contribution to crea­
tive expression, and evaluation of the educational 
product is subjective opinion of the variety, qual­
ity, and amount of creativeness expressed, In pro­
portion to the creative possibilities believed to 
exist within the individual.
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7* The situation Is free, dynamic, and challenging 
to th® Individual* with movement limited only by 
Individual possibilities*
( I-V Inclusive*)
At the level of IMTBORATION,
1* There la a fundamental belief in a basic philos­
ophy of geowfch, with constant Investigation and 
application of the best available principles and 
practices of educational and contributory fields.
( I-V Inclusive.)
2. The drive to action is the recognition of Individ- . 
ual responsibility for making all possible con­
tributions to the movement of other individuals 
toward the integration of selfhood.
( X. 1- (2), (3), (4), (5); 2- (X), (2), (4)53- (X), (2), (3).
IX. X- (1), (2), (3), (4)5 2- (X), (2), (3), (.4)5
3- (X), (3).XXI. X- (1), (2), (3). (4)s 2- (1), (3), (4)5
3- (X), (2), (3), (4)s 4- (X), (2). (3).
XV. 1- (2), (3)5 2- (x), (2), (3)5 3- (X), (2)(3). (4)s S- (1), (2), (3).V. X- (2), (3).
3* The focus of attack is upon the utilisation of all expe- 
iriehQ^sJh-loh may contribute to growth toward in­
tegration of selfhood .
( I. 1- (1), (2), (3), (4), (5)5 2- (1), (2)5
3- (X), (2), (3)»
II. X- (X), (2), (3)5 2- (2), (3). (4)5
3- (3), (4).
III. X- (2), (4), (5)5 2- (3), (4): 3- (X), (2)5
(3). (4).
IV. X- (2), (3), 2- (X). (2), (3)5 3“ (2), (3),
(4), 4- (2), (3).
V. X- (2), (3).
4. Learning Is recognized as important only in Its re­
lation to the“learner* and learning Is organized to 
contribute to the growth of the loarner.
(I. 1 Inclusive* 2- (D* (2), 3~ (1)» (2)* (3)*
Form ana function are Integrated and Indistinguish­
able*
(I-V inclusive*)
Evaluation of the Integrated educational procesa-pro- 
duot Is of its contribution to internal growth, meas­
ured in terms of Improved individual behavior, and 
improved social behavior, utilizing all available In­
struments of measurement, with evaluation cumulative 
and continuous*
(I-V inclusive.)
The educational situation is dynamic and compelling, 
with both Internal and external movement toward in­
dividual and social Integration*
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Ohart TH
FORTHES Vtv IFIfloTION OF SETTERALIZA TIGSS
PASSIVITY
1. There Is no apparent bncwledge of nor interest In 
progressive principles and practices of education*
( I - V  Inclusive. )!•
2. Th© drive to aotlon I® th© ©sternal fore® of authori­
ty*
C 1*4*%—e,b,-QaJ8»f; 2-oj 3**b.*®_* 
il— l-a,b,d| 2-a*b; 3^b#%e#f#R*hf 
XIX* X* a*b,e| a** #fi| 3-l£ 4*
IV* X** 2* a»b#e*4* 3- a,b#o; 4- s#b*o*d*©*?JV* X* %b»@* |
3* Th® focus of attack is upon abstract learning*
{ I* X*
II* 1- 2- 3“* a»e»s»f»iu
XXX* X** a.f b.Cedy 2— — | 3"* b#®a *dj V  b ^ d *XV* l<w*w*e» ■**» b*d ji 3- a yb * 0 p *.
v* 1- 4*)
4* There Is no recognition of any relationship he* 
tween learning and the learner*
C X* I-* 2- a*b*d*e *H*E.» 3* a*fe#.e*
IX* I- 4«fe»<M.#£»fS 2~ ^b*0,d*eff| 3-' 5 : * f #8*^ 
XXX* 1** a*b*0*4 * S-* a#h»#|j 3** 4*b*e#d* 4*** a^hfO^d*
IV* 1* a,b*Q»4f 2- a#b,efd; 3- a*b*o> 4- a * hip o *d * © * f *
v* tA*©. T -
5* F&rm is considered* hut foaetion is ignored*
( X* 1~ *#&*&»&»$ *fl 2- &»b» c*d*©* f#Si 3* a*b*e*
XX* 1- 2* a*ttteJtdJ,e.*fi 3-
XXI* 1- A»b,0 *dj 2-^,b*c; 3-a,b*ctd! 4-a #b#d*d* "
XV* 1* afb » o *d|! S— bed #d» 3**a *b*c» 4—a*b *c#d*e *f ♦
V* 1- &*&*$*
1* References in the parentheses sre to XNdiDEKTS* as 
recorded In th© appendix In correspond Ins lines of 
greeth and at corresponding levels*
6 .* Evaluation ©f the educational process and of the ed­
ucational product Is consideration of their degree 
©f conformity to an arbitrary standard fixed by au­thority.
{ t. l- 2- «.|B 5- a*J>.XX* X« S#d ,jf$ 2 — — j 3- 
XXX?'1* 2» 3^ ̂ #£4?* 4--aJbl,d*
IV* 1- §*b*2*d; 2- a#b,>c,di 3- a#b,o; 4- &*b*J*d,e 
V* 3 ~
7 * The situation Is educationally static.
( I* 1- A*b*fi*£#§; 2- ja*i>f&A*§>£*s* 3- #*&.$•
XI# 1— §»b»<|#&» 2— &, 22*S*£l*£t 3** »
ftgth*
XIX* 1- ̂ ^*si*d# 2- &#b»i3» 3** 4- Jk#b#e,d•
IV. 1-  â htSfcd: 2-  afbt5#J? 3-a#b#o; 4~a,b,e,d,e,f 
V * * 1— a^b .0* 3 ■'«/-
AWAKENING
1. There is awareness of the existence of a forward movement in education, but a lack of understanding 
of the philosophy and principles basic to the move­
ment*
{ X* 1- $»bj 2^^b#©| 3r§*b*c*d*
IX* X** a«b»0 ,d*_o, 2—s,,b,_cjd} 3*̂ a,b,e.
XXXf 1- a.#b,c ,d,ej 2- a,bfc$ 4- a,b,c,d#
XV* 1- g#f,i| 2£a#&,a; 4~E*&*f* * ~V* 1- SLtb*T “
2* The drive to action is the desire for conformity 
to progressive theory as applied in the practices 
of others*
( I* 1- #*fet 2- 3-IX* la* a^o.d; 2- 3* &*b»
III- 1- h.c rd«es 2-— ; 3— Jb#; "4- ,A|bfd.
IV* X— a,b,c2 2— j£»b, Q{ 3*t£ir#(|>#i$J 4— ̂ »0 |d*
V* JL- J^b. 3
•3 . The focus of attack is upon external procedures*
( X* 2- a*b*Si 3-JifcPisd*
II. 1-.&»]?*£*#$ 2- .&,£,£* 3- 
III* 1* &*&$£*&*91 2- 3~ 4-
IV* 1- gtb*£$ 2-_a,JtL,i« 3 - & , 4 a » h * & *
v. 1- *. 3
/
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4. There Is awareness of a relationship between learn­
ing and the learner# but a© organization of that re­
lationship*
■< *• }’ S*&S 2* »,b*3l 5” S.k.5^*II* I** $#,&»£31&#e $ 2- 9dg 3- s #
III* 1- 3tb*S*df£i ajfrcf 3~ a»b|J?l 4- &*£*©*£• iv» i* h,̂ i 2- &9b*£3 3- atb*©«l; 4- b#&.V* 1- a#b* } *~
5* Form and function are dissociated*
{ I* 1- a*bi 2- a*b#$i 3* Jtiub*g*d#e*
II * 1- &*b,o,d*e; ĵ *b*g>jlj 3^#i*.g. ■'
Iii* S-lbP3 3-a*J?*c; 4-a*b,a*d.IV* l-atb,c; 2~a,c; 3~a*£#e,d; Va,b*c.
V* 1- *.&• )
6* Evaluation of th© educational process and of the ed­
ucational product Is subjective opinion of their con­
formity to the practices of others* and of their im­
mediate value*
( 1* 1* jgt,b; 2- a,b,c; 3-£»$*c*d*;
XI* I* &*&*§-»£* 2- 3- a,b,c; 4- &#b#e*
III* 1- <J*&i 2- ̂ i j  3- hi 4- £*£*£*&•
IV. 1- &*b,c; 2- abb^p; 3~ 4- J**btc.
f * 1*
7* The educational situation Is chaotic in movement 
and uncontrolled by fundamental principles of ed­
ucation*
( 1*1— Jk*bl 2—a nh »-C5 3*?£ #!!«£«&$-
II* 1-^itb*§*df ©* 2- &#b,ctd; 3-3#b»J*
III. 1- §4il*fi*dtej 2-^#btj; 3-a,b,cj>a,b#|,a.
IV. 1- a^b,e| 2-a^btp; 3"“a#J>j.c*d; 4*̂ ,Jkte*v. l- i,in
PROBLEM-SOLVING
1. There Is understanding and application of scientific 
educational principles*
( I* V inclusive.)
2* The drive to action is recognition of th© existence 
of deviations from those practices scientifically 




III* 1- &,b,e,d; 2- atb*©; 3- b*Si#j 4- &*&,.&«£• 
XV* 1* 0| 2- s*0»ila0; 3* 4-
V* 1- fct£,d.* )
5* Th© focus of attack is upon th© solution of prob­
lems baaed upon Individual or group deviationa from 
educational expectations*
C I- I* Inclusive.}
4. There la scientific organization of specific, tan­
gible relationships betteen learning and the learner.
( I-V inclusive.)
5* Function and form are coordinated.
( I- V inclusive.)
6. Evaluation of the educational process and of the educa­
tional product is the scientific, Impersonal, objective 
measurement of th© amount and direction of individual 
of group movement toward specific educational goals*
( I* b*J3l 2- &t£,e; 3- a,b.
II. inclusive.
XXI* 1— Jijth*C»d» 2— btCS 3— h*£ id# 4— ftfQfti.
XV. 1- b,pj 2- &»£,&; 3* aAs 4- &,£*&*
V. 1- b,c. )
T* The educational situation is mobile, but controlled in
line and direction of movement by scientific education­
al principles.
( I- V inclusive.)
CREATIVENESS
1. There Is belief in the existence of inherent possibil­
ities within each individual, with the understanding 
and application of baaie principles and techniques
of creative expression of these possibilities.
( X-* V inclusive.)
2. The drive to action is the challenge of unexpressed 
creative expression.
(I- IV inclusive.
V- 1- &*£.,j&* )
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3* The focus of attack la upon tangible and Intangible 
factors which might Inhibit or contribute to creative 
expression*
( I* 1- a#b; 2~ a,h; 3- a*
£1# I* j&j 2— 2t,b,c ,d.,e , j f 3* &,2? »£ *5l»Sf 
XXX* I** 2* 3m !!,&*.&* &*£#•
IV* 1- X5I 2- £,b,s*4; 3~ b,0; 4*
v .  i -  b , a , i u  T
4* there is recognition and organization of those learn­
ing- learner relationships which are inherent, in the 
creative act*
{ U  XII Inclusive*
xv* i— atb#Pi 3- h.*Cs 4- &,h»c*d«
v. )
5* Fora is considered only a© It contributes to function#
( X-V Inclusive*)
6* Evaluation of the educational process is the subjective 
measurement of its contribution to creative expression, 
and evaluation of the educational product Is subjective 
opinion of the variety, quality, and amount of creative- 
ness expressed, to proportion to the creative possibili­
ties believed to b© present within the individual*
C t* i- a«J>i 2- a,j>j 3-
7* The situation is free, dynamic and challenging to the 
individual, with movement limited only by individual 
possibilities*
A X- V inclusive-)
iareaRATzni
1. There is a fundamental belief in a basic philosophy 
of growth, with constant investigation and applica­
tion of the best available principles and practices 
of educational and contributory fields*
{ I- V inclusive.)
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2. The drive to act ion Is the recognition of individual re­
sponsibility for making all possible contributions to 
movement toward integration of selfhood of other indi­
viduals.
( 1- 2- 3- a 9b.
II. 1— 2 — , f 3* h fS#dgjp».f»g*
111. 1- b #&; 2- a,bj 3- 4- £ fb,s,d,s,f.
IV. 1- 2~ &,btS2 3- fe,p»d,s; 4-
V* inclusive.
3. The focus of attack Is upon the utilisation of all 
experiences which m y  contribute to growth toward 
integration of selfhood.
( I. 1- .s^bs 2- b,p,d; 3- a»b>
IX. inclusive|
III.-1-incluslve.)
4. Learning is recognised as important only in relation to 
the learner, and is organized to contribute to the 
growth of the learner.
( I. Inclusive. ^
II. X - & tb #Q ,4*r»fs 2- ji,:b,p,a,e, 3- b*x>,d,§,JVg*
III. inclusive.
I?. 1- a,h,c,d; 2- a,b,c,d,c; 3- a»c,d; 4- a,b,c.
If. inclusive. 5
5* Form and function are Integrated and indistinguishable.
( I- ¥ inclusive.}
6* Evaluation of the Integrated educational process- pro­
duct Is of its contribution to internal growth, measured 
in terms of improved Individual and social behavior* trfi- 
111zing all available instrument of measurement* with 
evrluation cumulative and continuous.
( I. Inclusive.
XI* 1— J3,b jip f ©*jfj 2— 3* »0fdj6|
III. Inclusive.
I V .  1— a 9b, d « 2- a,b#g j d $ 3* b , - S 4— _&»h*c•
V. Inclusive.)
7*The educational situation is dynamic and compelling, with 
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